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Abstract 

The study analyses the role of NGOs in rural community development in Africa, with a 

focus on Gwembe district in Zambia. The 1990s were a turning point in the 

development practices in Africa. This era saw the emergence of NGOs as a preferred 

mode of channeling development assistance by the donor community. NGOs were 

efficient, accountable, and closer to the people. They were able to make the communities 

own the development process. The state and its bureaucracy was vilified, demonised 

and condemned as incapable of service delivery to the rural poor. 

The study used World Vision International Zambia operations and interventions in the 

Gwembe District. It endeavored to assess the extent to which NGOs have lived up to the 

development promises of the 1990s. Key to the study was the investigation into whether 

the communities own the development projects. 

The study reviewed literature on the emergence of NGOs as important player in 

development in third world countries. In this review the study learned that the strengths 

of the NGOs was in that they were community focused, participatory, democratic, 

community oriented, cost effective and better at reaching the poorest. The major 

weaknesses of NGOs in Africa come from the fact they are dependent on donor money 

for their survival.:. They are a parasite to the poor. They do not care about the causes they 

champion. They produce low quality returns; they are engulfed in self-obfuscation, spin 

control and outright lying to justify their works. The NGOs are elite driven and do not 

care about the poor. 

The study on World Vision in Gwembe found that most of the assertions on the strengths 

of NGOs in development were a myth created in the 1990s. The negatives of NGOs in 

development outweigh the positives. The study found that NGOs in Gwembe have failed 

to make the development process owned by the communities. The communities in 

Gwembe viewed the NGO as not accountable, unable to meet their needs and are not part 

of the development projects. 
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The community of Gwembe has been disempowered by the NGO elites who make all the 

decision about the programmes without concerns of the community. NGOs in Gwembe 

seem to believe now that communities are not capable of owning the development 

process. 
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Chapter One 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Preamble 

This chapter gives the background information to this research. It states the problems 

under investigation, outlining key research questions and the objectives of the study. It 

explains the methodology that was used to collect and analyse the data. The chapter 

discusses the background of the study in the context of development practices that were 

implemented in Africa. 

Development discourse shows how the state in African countries has not met challenges 

to transform and improve the livelihoods of its citizens. It is this disappointment 

experienced with state-led development that the international donor community, 

specifically the World Bank/International Monetary Fund, sought alternative means to 

overcome limitations of the government. 

NOOs emerged as alternative actors that received funds from the international 

community for development projects and interventions. The failure by the state 

bureaucracy gave rise to NOOs in assuming responsibilities that were the domain of 

government. The NOOs argued that they were more rooted in the communities. The 

NOOs thought that their programmes were a true reflection of what the people desired. 

To fund NOOs projects was therefore interpreted as a means of development and meeting 

the desires of the people. Funds were given directly to the NOOs, while sidestepping the 

state, in the hope that these resources would reach and benefit the communities. The 

people would own the development. 
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Three decades later, the promise of giving ownership of the development process to the 

poor is far from reality. As a result, rural transformation has not been achieved, despite 

massive funding that the NGOs have received from the international community. 

1.2 Background to the study 

The study analyses how communities have been able to meet their development 

aspirations through NGOs. It focuses on the development projects of World Vision 

International Zambia (WVI) in the Gwembe District of Zambia. Rural transformation in 

the 1990s was predicated on the premise that the people would own development 

processes and projects at the community level. This realisation came with development 

paradigms that emphasised community participation as cornerstones of accountability, 

transparency and as the pinnacle of development. 

Three decades ago, there emerged a developmental paradigm anchored in the concept of 

good governance. It had a strong emphasis on the principles of transparency, 

accountability, and rule of law in the management of public affairs. This new 

development paradigm redefined the role of state in development. Previous state 

development efforts had failed because they were not transparent and accountable. As a 

result, the communities did not have a say in development projects that sought to 

transform their lives. Bad public policy practices led to tendencies where state 

bureaucracy diverted resources meant for development away from intended purposes. 

Resources allocated for rural development never reached the intended communities 

because of inherent bad public policy of government agencies. The weaknesses that 

characterised state inefficiencies came to be known as the crisis of governance. 

Good governance policy emerged as a cure to mismanagement, corruption, and negative 

tendencies that undermined development. The concept became popular because it 

promised to meet the needs of the poor by ensuring that communities owned the 

development process. The term good governance is not new in development discourse. 
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It gained popularity in the 1980s when the international financial institutions applied it to 

describe the need for African countries to change their management of public affairs. 

The term has been translated to mean different things to many people, organisations, and 

institutions. Through NGOs, resources allocated for development would be used for the 

intended purposes and reach the targeted communities. 

This thesis examines this assumption and questions the extent to which NGOs have been 

able to meet the task of rural development through community ownership of the 

interventions. The study identified three distinct approaches in the way the multilateral 

international agencies have interpreted the term good governance. 

The first approach, advocated by the World Bank (1989), looks at good governance 

through the lens of greater political and economic liberalization. The World Bank 

emphasised the need for increased accountability, free press, and civic groups (grassroots, 

non-governmental organisations such as farmers' associations, co-operatives, and 

women's groups) (World Bank 1998/1991/2004). 

The second approach is supported by the United Kingdom through its development 

agencies (British Council and Overseas Development Assistance (ODA). It perceives 

good governance from a political perspective. In this, civil society plays a very 

important role in making governments more accountable, transparent, and democratic 

(Bervir and William 2003: 48-50). 

The third approach is one advocated mostly by the multilateral and bilateral creditors and 

the UN agencies, rests on the neoclassical assumptions of the role of the state in the 

economy. The state is to playa minimum role in the management of the economy in 

predilection for the private sector and the market prerequisites for attaining good 

governance. 

This study builds on the three notions of good governance. It adopts the United Nations 

Development Programme (UNDP) operationalisation and conceptualization of good 
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governance. UNDP defined good governance in terms of people and participation, 

transparency, responsiveness, consensus orientation, equity, effectiveness and efficiency 

accountability in community owned projects (UNDP 1997: 2-3). By 1990, past 

development practices had revealed that the state was not in a position to actualise the 

principles espoused by the UNDP approach to governance. This led to the preference of 

NGOs as the best vehicles for guaranteeing people participation and ownership of the 

development process. 

The UNDP approach pledged to ensure that the development process would be more 

sustainable, just, participatory, democratic, and environmentally friendly. Community 

ownership of the development process became the sure way of improving livelihoods. 

The international community decided to fund development agencies that identified 

themselves as vanguards of people ownership. 

Since the state was seen as incapable of making communities own development process, 

external financing went to non-state actors. This funding of non-state actors (NGOs) 

was a major shift from the 1970' sand 1980s' tradition where multilateral and bilateral 

aid was largely given to governments. In discussing this change, Howell (2002: 117), 

noted that with 'the triumph of liberal democracy and capitalist routes to development, 

donor agencies have harnessed the concept of civil society to promote a paradigm of 

development that is no longer limited to the agencies of the state and market players'. 

This thinking was reinforced by perceptions that depicted NGOs as 'participatory, 

community oriented, democratic, cost effective, and better at targeting the poorest of the 

poor in the communities' (Zaidi 1999: 259). Consequently, NGOs became the new 

solution to the ills of state wastefulness in Africa. 

The principles of good governance as epitomised by efficiency, accountability, proximity 

to and a genuine concern for the poor led to the rise to prominence of NGOs in the 

development agenda. The way the good governance paradigm has been applied in rural 

development at community level raises questions as to whether the communities actually 

do own the development process. The development practices of the post-1990s state 
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privatisation poses a challenge to rural transformation. This is so, given the centre stage 

that NGOs have taken in service delivery and development experiments in communities. 

This has necessitated a critical analysis of the use of NGOs in the quest for rural 

development. 

1.3 Statement of the problem 

State efforts at rural development had by the end of the 1980s not achieved the desired 

results. Laudable state interventions of the 1960s ranging from establishing 

cooperatives, provision of marketing facilities, rural credit, tractors to building clinics, 

schools and roads, were to make certain that development was realised in rural 

communities. These efforts, failed to bring about positive change in the lives of the 

people in rural areas. The failure to bring about this transformation was blamed on 

public policy practices that alienated the local communities from owning the 

development process. 

Community ownership of projects interventions became the hallmark of realising the lost 

dreams of improving rural livelihoods. Through it, the principles of accountability, 

participation, and transparency in the development process would be attained. 

Community ownership of the development path was taken to mean that they 

(communities) would be the initiators and proprietors of the process from beginning to 

end. In a people-owned process, the voices of the poor would be heard in decision

making over resource allocation. In managing their own development this way, rural 

transformation would be guaranteed and made sustainable. 

The study assesses how NGOs have implemented development projects to ensure that 

communities own the interventions. It establishes the extent to which the poor people 

really own the development process as envisaged in the ideals of good governance. It 

seeks to establish the extent to which NGOs have managed to make communities own the 

development process. The study uses World Vision International Zambia, to assess the 
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extent to which NGOs have made the development process owned by the people of 

Gwembe. 

1.4 Research questions 

The study addresses three related research questions: 

1. How has the World Vision International Zambia implemented its development projects 

in the Gwembe District to ensure community participation, accountability, and ownership 

of the interventions? 

2. What role does the community play in the day-to-day implementation of the activities 

to ensure ownership, participation, and meeting changing needs of communities? 

3. Why is World Vision Zambia still assisting the communities in Gwembe where it has 

been operating for close to three decades? Is this an indication of failure in meeting the 

development needs and aspirations of the people as promised to them in the 1990s? 

1.5 Objectives of the study 

1.5.1 General objectives 

The general objective of the study is to analyse the extent to which World Vision 

International Zambia has applied the tenets of good governance to ensure that the rural 

people of Gwembe District in Zambia meet their development aspirations. 

1.5.2 Specific objectives 

The specific objectives of this thesis were to examine the nature of the projects 

undertaken by World Vision International Zambia in Gwembe Valley; to find out how 

the projects were decided upon and chosen; to find out what extent the community was 
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consulted in project identification, selection, implementation, monitoring and 

evaluation; to assess the extent to which the projects chosen were in line with people's 

needs; to assess the extent to which the people owned the development process; to 

examine whether the existing projects promote self-reliance on the part of the 

communities in meeting their development assistance; to establish the extent to which 

World Vision International Zambia programmes are structured to ensure community 

ownership, empowerment of the development process and projects. 

1.6 Study design 

The study employed a qualitative approach to data collection. 

1.6.1 Methodology 

The benefits of a qualititative research methodology lie in that it 'can be used to answer 

questions about the complex nature of the phenomenon, often with purpose of describing 

and understanding the phenomenon from the participants' point of view' (Leedy and 

Ormrod 2001: 100). This study used the interpretative method in data collection and 

analysis. By this method, the researcher benefited from the hindsight where the study is 

done in a situation where one 'enters the setting with an open mind, prepared to immense 

themselves in the complexity of the situation, and interacts with their participants' (Leedy 

and Orrnrod 2001: 102). 

1.6.2 Study Instruments 

The study used both primary and secondary data collection techniques. For primary 

data, semi-structured interviews, focus group discussions, and field direct observations 

were used as instruments and methods for collecting data. 
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Interviews were conducted on a face-to-face basis at national level, mainly with World 

Vision project staff. The following were interviewed; the Ministry of Agriculture(3); 

Ministry of Health (1), Ministry of Community Development and Social Welfare(1); 

District Administrators Office( 1); Ministry of Education (1). Interviews were conducted 

at district level aimed at gaining further insights to other aspects of World Vision 

International Zambia. Government officials and other relevant partners in development 

were interviewed. At community level, project beneficiaries, non-beneficiaries, 

community leaders (village headmen, ward councilors, church leaders, teachers, and 

health workers, including ordinary community members) were interviewed. Five of the 

ten community projects were interviewed. 

The researcher took notes during the interviews and recorded the discussions on tape. 

The recorded interviews were transcribed, typed, and read several times to ensure a 

correct understanding of their meaning. Interviews were conducted in the local 

language, of which the researcher is a native speaker. The analysis of the data was done 

to extract patterns, themes, and deep-seated meanings in the responses of the 

interviewees. 

The Interviews were complemented by a desktop review of studies, evaluations, and 

project documents of World Vision International Zambia. The framework of the 

discussion and analysis has been within the theoretical discourses on good governance, 

development theory in the context of rural development, and people empowerment. 

1.6.3 Limitations of the study 

Within the scope of this minor dissertation, I selected World Vision International in 

Gwembe district, Zambia as the NGO of focus. Though issues of governance and 

accountability are sensitive to NGOs, I managed to get project documents, evaluation 

reports, and partnership agreements from world Vision International Zambia. The NGO 

also provided for three weeks of office space, time, and opportunity to interview their 

staff and visit five out of ten project sites in the Gwembe district. The NGO prearranged 
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the meetings with the five of the ten communities. As a result, the communities had prior 

knowledge of the interview questions and were prone to answer in a particular way. 

This limited my analysis in that I had to spend a lot of time to get the interviewees to 

open up and discuss freely what they actually thought of World Vision projects. 

Despite confidentiality clauses between World Vision and the Luumbo Area 

Development Project committee, I managed to have frank and open discussions with the 

leaders, project beneficiaries and traditional leaders in Gwembe. The district 

government officials in Gwembe were also open in their responses despite their 

association with the NGO staff. 
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Chapter Two 

2. Literature review and theoretical framework 

This chapter is an overview of the literature on development and NGOs in Africa. It 

discusses development theories of modernisation, dependence, and neoliberalism as they 

affected Africa. A discussion of the concept of Good governance, arising out of the 

failures of modernisation and dependency theorems, follows. Good governance 

literature, is reviewed as it relates to the rise of NGOs in African rural development. 

The chapter defines what NGOs are. It distinguishes NGOs from the state and civil 

society. It examines the role and place of NGOs as development agents different from the 

state and market. It defines development in the context of the challenges of rural 

poverty that confront Zambia. The chapter broadly discusses the theoretical and 

practical aspects that confront Africa's quest for a development process that works for the 

people. 

2.1 Development paradigms 

2.1.1 Modernisation and development 

Post-independence African development practice was a reflection of the social science 

thinking of the day. Scholars of development were influenced by theories that attempted 

to explain change, progress, and growth. The newly independent African states became 

laboratories for scholars of social change; leading among these was the modernisation 

theory (Pye 1965: 11-13). 

Modernisation theorists discussed change within the notion of political development. 

Change referred to the degree to which patterns of behaviour identified as contemporary 

prevail over those considered customary. 
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Change took place 'when achievement considerations replace ascriptive standards, when 

functional specificity replaces functional differences in social relations and when 

universalistic norms supersede particularistic ones' (Pye 1963, Inglehart 1997). This 

change was linear and followed logical steps. 

Rostow (1960:4-11) came up with a paradigm that clearly outlined the stages of 

development. The first stage was traditional, through which societies progressed to reach 

the final phase of high mass consumption. The United States and other western 

countries were presented as the ideal and the examples of the highest stages of 

development. Third world countries were simply to follow the European model for 

development. They had to modernise as a precondition for development. How this 

modernisation was to take place became a subject of speculation. 

Samuel Huntington (1965) argued that it was necessary to differentiate between 

development and modernization. Development, according to Huntington was a systems 

response capacity in relationship to demands placed on it. Modernisation was associated 

with changes associated with society'S increasing control of the natural and social 

environment. These changes were due to technological and scientific revolution of the 

past centuries (James and Hardgrave 1981 :44-48). The societal structure that allowed 

people to manage these changes had its own term, political development. 

Political development emerged as a distinct term in the modernisation parlance. 

Different scholars (Diamant 1966:92-93, Einstadt 1962:261, Almond and Powell 1966: 

323) have defined the term in various ways. It came to be generally understood as 

'capacity of man to initiate and institutionalise new structures, and supporting cultures, to 

cope with or resolve problems, to absorb and adapt to continuous change, and to strive 

purposively and creatively for the attainment of new societal goals' (Coleman 1971: 76-

79). Gabriel Almond (1966: 37) defined capacity, in the context of political 

development, in terms of extractive capabilities, regulatory capability, distributive 

capability, and symbolic capability. The institution mandated to carry out these tasks 

was the state. 
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Modernisation theorists looked to the state as a key actor in the process of changing the 

old with the new. The idea of state interference in the economy was also an issue of 

contestation in economics. John Maynard Keynes advocated for state a degree of state 

intervention in the economy. This was quite the opposite of what liberal economics 

preached. 

Classical economics pointed out that free market system was the best way to economic 

growth and efficiency (Gilpin 2004: 56). Free market was interpreted to mean no state 

interference in market operations. Free trade, as an engine for development was 

attainable through free market policies. Some classical economists who advocated for 

state intervention contested the principle of free market. John Maynard Keynes (1963) 

was the leading proponent of state interventionist policies in economics. 

State intervention in third world countries, where the structure of the economies was 

characterised by market failure and market imperfections, made more appeal to 

development practitioners. This was mainly because the market was both incapable and 

unable to allocate resources efficiently. In this case, government had to intervene. 

Keynes argued that 'the state should spend and invest where the individual could and 

would not' (Balaam and Veseth 1996: 56). 

In Africa, this took a deeper meamng where the state had to intervene to bring 

development to the people. State intervention went beyond meeting the irrationalities 

of individuals to 'setting prices for many goods and services, subsidising domestic 

industries, imposing trade barriers, regulating financial markets and keeping wages low' 

(Hermes and Weimer 1999:6). These measures were in line with the belief of fulfilling 

the dual tasks of building the nation and developing the economy. Influenced by 

arguments in the development discourse, African leaders undertook ambitious 

transformational projects. Growth and development became concepts, which described 

the social transformational projects embarked on. Benefits such as free education, health 

services, and clean water to all citizens embodied what came to mean taking development 

to the people. This took the form of welfare development. 
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Hyden (1983: 2-3) pointed out that welfare programmes was a key characteristic of 

development in Africa. African governments ended up with rapidly expanding social 

service sector, first characterised by large-scale investments in new facilities. This 

subsequently resulted in overwhelming recurrent expenditures. The relative degradation 

of growth and in many cases the inadequate attention paid to the requirements of a 

functioning national economy led to failure to sustain welfare programmmes. There was 

not enough revenue and production to sustain the welfare programmes. As a result, the 

gap between revenue and expenditure quickly grew out of hand. The economic crisis 

that ensued was a testimony of the inadequacies of academic theories that influenced 

development practices in Africa. Development practitioners and scholars began to doubt 

modernisation theory as a right paradigm for Africa. 

The optimism that had come with the advent of the modernisation theory waned. 

Political events on the continent had vindicated Huntingtons' critique of modernisation 

theorist's assumption. Political development could lead to degeneration of society as 

demands placed on the system could not meet the expectations of the people. The wave 

of military coups and one-party dictatorships that mushroomed on the African continent 

discredited the assumptions of modernisation theory. Alternative paradigms of 

dependency theory emerged to explain development challenges of the third world 

countries from a different perspective. 

2.1.2 Dependency and development 

Dependency theory emerged as a paradigm that sought to explain Africa's predicament 

from a different perspective as of that of modernisation. Its proponents were mainly 

Latin American scholars such as Raul Prebisch (1967), Peter Evans (1979) Henrick 

Cardoso (1979), and Andre Gunder Frank (1967), and the Egyptian scholar, Samir Amin 

(1990). 

This group of scholars looked at economic data, examined development, and concluded 

that what they were seeing in Latin America was not development but underdevelopment. 
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Primarily, these scholars gave a new reinterpretation of capitalism and the capitalist 

system. They called Latin American economic structure dependant capitalism, a system 

that was not self-sustaining. They coined concepts of 'peripheral' (representing the 

underdeveloped) and 'the centre' (the developed) and argued that the 'centre' was 

benefiting at the cost of the 'peripheral'. It was a zero sum game and not a positive sum 

relationship. The arguments that led to such conclusions were criticisms of modernisation 

theory. 

Dependency theory contested most of modernisation theory's assumptions. It rejected 

the traditional/modem dichotomy espoused by modernisation proponents. It argued that 

contrary to assertions of modernisation, the rural sector of the society was being 

underdeveloped by the urban sector for cheap products (food and labour). The rural 

sector would not necessarily modernise rapidly, even with state intervention. This had 

implications for the free trade belief of modernisation theory. 

Dependency theorists disputed that free trade was the basis for economic development to 

all nations. According modernisation theory, the less advanced countries were to 

develop by means of international trade. They argued that third world countries were 

being underdeveloped through free trade. To prove this assertion, dependency theorists 

conducted studies of the international global trade regime. The root to development lay 

in the complete change of the international system. Policies were made which aimed at 

liberating the third world countries from the international community. 

The policy prescriptions that followed from these debates were the adoption of import 

substitution industrialization (lSI) as a cure for the under-development ills. The lSI was 

widely embraced by most African countries in their development projects as the 

alternative to growth. By the end of 1970, economies in Africa were regressing. This 

was because the lSI policies could not stand the rising global oil costs and competition 

from private sector firms in international competition for markets. This coupled with the 

tendencies of these industries (lSI) to fall to political manipulation, led to gross 

inefficiencies and over bloated staffing levels. The economic crisis that resulted from 
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statist unorthodoxy economic practices, followed by the collapse of the Soviet Union led 

to the rise and dominance of the free market ideology as the only way for managing 

countries. 

In all this period of development experiments in Africa, multilateral institutions, like the 

World Bank, continued to be guided by the orthodox neoliberal economic approach 

(Akokpari 2006: 127). It was therefore not surprising that when third world countries 

tum to the developed world for economic assistance, the western countries prescribed 

liberal economic and political policies. This prescription of liberal policies was 

consistent with the belief held all along by the international multilateral and bilateral 

institutions that industrialised countries grew prosperous through free trade. Free trade 

was the only way through which third world countries would end poverty, hunger, 

disease and the crisis of underdevelopment. These ideas were rooted in liberal political 

and economic theory. 

2.1.3 Liberalism and development 

Liberalism, both as an economic and political ideology, is rooted in the firm commitment 

to free trade. It is founded on the eighteen century works of classical economists such as 

Adam Smith and David Ricardo. These advocated for minimum state intervention in the 

operations of the market. The market is the natural, most efficient mechanism through 

which human beings can meet their needs. Natural interpreted to mean having intrinsic 

laws that are fact of creation and being. 

There are specific principles and laws that govern operations of the market. These 

principles are in line with human nature. Human nature is affirmed in the ideas that place 

emphasis on individualism, competition and freedom as a condition intrinsic to humanity. 

The market follows these natural laws through principles of supply and demand. These 

principles, when left alone, organise economic and social relations in such way the 

highest levels of efficiency, growth and better welfare for all. These liberal principles 
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meant change from bad governance principles that led to the crisis of development in 

Africa. The way term good governance was applied in Africa warrants a separate 

discussion of the term. 

2.2 Good governance and the rise of NGOs in development 

At rudimentary level, the term governance is used alongside words like authority and 

control. The term implies some form of action, manner or otherwise a system of doing 

things. Good governance is a very contested, fluid and feeble term in development 

discourse. Goran Hyden (1992: 5) defines good governance as a generic term referring to 

the task of running a government or an organisation. This definition uses the terms 

governance and government. Though similar the terms 'government' and 'governance', 

mean different things in the realm of management and public administration. 

Governance, as distinct from government, means more than just management of political 

affairs. It includes the overall running of the economy. Defined from this broader 

perspective, the term governance came to have a distinct meaning and application in 

African development discourse and practice. 

In 1990s, the political and economic chaos that characterised the African continent was 

identified as the crisis of governance. The political and economic structural changes that 

African states and societies underwent through in the 1990s were implemented in the 

spirit of enhancing good governance practices. At the forefront of promoting reform in 

Africa were the international development agencies and practitioners that found 

themselves working dealing with issues of government performance (Bratton and Hyden 

1992). It is not first time that the international community was working to assist Africa in 

enhancing its capacities for development. 

The international community had dealt with issues of government performance and 

effectiveness arose in post independence Africa. The challenges of state capacity that 

confronted the continent in the 1990s were of a different nature to those of the 1960s. In 
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the 1960s, African leaders turned to multilateral and bilateral partners for help in setting 

government agencies and training public servants. This was away of enhancing 

management of public policy. These programmes were not called governance but 

capacity building initiatives. When African government attained high levels of capacity, 

aid from west ceased. This was not for long. 

In the 1980s, the discussion of government performance resurfaced under the leadership 

of the World Bank. The Bank, like the rest of world was concerned by the declining and 

continued regression of the African economic and political indicators. The reviews that 

ensured led to the conclusion that bad governance was at the heart of the African crisis. 

Unlike the 1960s where the term capacity building was used to describe development 

assistance to Africa, good governance became the language of the 1990s. It called for not 

only strengthening the capacities of state bureaucracies but for fundamental changes in 

the political and economic organisation of the African societies. 

The Bank recommended a very concerted and systematic effort to build pluralistic 

institutional structures, a predicated on the respect rule of law, vigorous protection of 

press and human rights (World Bank 1989:61). These recommendations were informed 

by the studies of Elliot Berg (1981) and John Nellis (1986) that placed crisis of 

governance as Africa's major problem. Bad governance was manifested through the 

politics of patronage, clientelism and unparalleled quest for power at all costs by the 

elites of Africa. These politics undermined development. The need for improved 

governance in Africa got support from a wide range of people interested in fighting 

poverty. 

Private development agencies supported the World Banks call for governance. These 

gave impetus to the dominance of the term governance in Africa's development 

discourse. Companies such as the Ford Foundation discussed governance in terms of 

accountability. Governance came to mean a system managing public affairs through 

broad based participation, fairness, and accountability (Ford Foundation 1990). Ford 

Foundation emphasised a participation that empowered the disadvantaged groups. This 
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way the conceptual framework of defining governance meant making services more 

responsive to the needs of the poor. In these conceptions, avenues for making 

participation and reaching the poor needed identifying. The condition of the state in 

Africa rendered it impossible to allow a people centered development participation. 

The international community looked to structures outside state bureaucracy to guarantee 

people participation in development. The Ford Foundation cut back its assistance to 

governments in favour of funding NGOs as vehicles for civic participation and 

development (Bratton and Hyden 1992). NGOs found themselves having a greater role 

to play in development practices in Africa. Good governance was a resounding call that 

gave vitality and vigor to NGOs as champions of accountability, participation, and 

transparency. It is necessary then to interrogate the nature of NGOs, in development 

discourse, that made them qualify as fulfillment of people owned development process. 

2.2.1 Defining state, civil society and NGOs (and development in Africa) 

A good understanding of NGOs necessitates a pre-discussion of the term civil society. 

This is so because NGOs in this study are a subset within the notion of civil society. As 

a term, civil society is difficult to define. A more generally accepted definition is that 

which depicts civil society as an arena and space of interaction between family, state and 

the private sector (Sabine 2003, Callaghy 1994). Civil society then refers to non-state 

groups, organisations that seek to protect popular interest, and which enjoy relative 

autonomy from the state. This broad definition covers a range of associations. These 

include professional associations, sporting clubs, cultural assemblies, religious groups, 

trade unions, media organisations, NGOs, and socio-economic orientated organisations. 

NGOs are only a part of the broader realm of civil society. While civil society refers to 

space outside the state, NGOs are defined as private organisations involved in 

development activities in which generating profit is not the only motive (Walle 2003:6). 

NGOs are marked out distinctly as organisations with a paid staff, formed to benefit not 
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only their members but also provide some service to non-members. In this way NGOs 

become, and are a sub-set of, the broader notion of civil society. 

This conceptualization has not been spared contestation. White (1994: 22) points out 

that definitions of NGOs have oscillated between incorporating market based institutions 

and or every non-state organisation. The problem that arises from White's concern is 

how one would categorise civic institutions such as state run religious organizations, 

academic establishments, unions and public sector interest groups employed by the state. 

This led to others to look for the definition through geographical location. 

John Clark (1991 34-41) defined NGOs in relation to geopolitical location. He 

distinguished Northern (Western Europe, United states and Japan) and Southern NGOs 

(Africa, Asia, and Latin America). In relation to the state and wider society, MacGann 

and Johnston (2005), referred to NGOs the third sector organisations distinct from the 

first sector (public sphere) and the second (private sector). Size, history, and type of 

intervention are other factors that can define NGOs. 

This study refers to NGOs as national private, non-profit organisations involved in 

development work. They are also not membership organisations. These organisations 

receive support from internal (within Zambia) and external agencies to implement 

development programmes in Gwembe. They identify themselves as independent of the 

state and yet work for the public good. 

The invoking of the state as the distinguishing feature of NGOs necessitates an 

understanding of it. Max Weber, the German sociologist, defined the state as 'that art of 

administrative institutional structures that claim legitimate command over a bounded 

territory' (Weber 1947). Scholars such as Naomi Chazan (1992) have pointed out that 

though the term state is contested in political science, there is a consensus about its 

meaning. It is acceptable to define the state as organized aggregates of relative 

permanent institutions of governance (Chazan 1992: 39). In its modem form, the state 

consists of a bureaucracy governed by legal-rational norms. The most important of these 
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characteristics of the state is its monopoly of violence. Charles Tilly defined the state 

'as coercion-welding organisations that are distinct from households and kingship groups 

and exercise clear priority over all other organisations within substantial territories (Tilly 

1992: 1). Other elements arise that single out the state as it has evolved over the past 

centuries. 

The state has been defined as a territorially rooted political unit attributed by central

decision making and executing machinery in the form of a government and an 

administration. In Africa, the state was an artificial creation (Tilly 1975). It did not 

evolve naturally like the state in Europe (Chabal 1986: 13). What distinguished the state 

from other forms of organisation in society are its legitimate claim, control, and use of 

violence. Historically, the way the state manages public affairs, rules, and regulations 

has affected societies in different ways. 

From 1648, the nation state has gathered certain characteristics that have become its 

defining features. One of these features is accountability to the economic wellbeing of 

people and subject of the state to be responsible by the electorates on this performance. 

In exchange for loyalty, inhabitants of the state gets protection from external aggression, 

enjoy liberty through law and order within the territory. Fair means of conflict 

resolution and arbitration to community through the courts is a right enshrined in the 

state. The state and its bureaucracy provide citizens with public goods, which, the 

citizens would not afford on their own. How the public goods created, distributed and 

shared in society has preoccupied humanity to date. At the centre of this is the role of the 

state in the creation and distribution of the wealth. 

There are views that have called for the state to dominate and run the entire economy 

with no room for private property. Others propagate that state should be used to protect 

growth of local industry (where the state extractive benefits in terms of taxes and man 

power), leading to mercantilism. Yet still others have advocated for much freedom in 

trade. This means restricting the role of the state to allow for supply and demand in 

determining economic organisation. The contention comes in that both the state and the 
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market have limitation with negative consequences for society. It is these imperfections 

that have given rise to structures such as NGDs. A closer examination of the form and 

interaction between the state and the market illustrates the place of NGOs in 

development. 

2.2.2 State, market and NGOs in society 

Of relevance to this study of the state, markets, and society, are the strong disagreements 

regarding the relative importance of the state and the market in economic development. 

These arguments have been central to the conflict between the developed and the less 

developed countries. The relationship between the state and the market in wealth creation 

are stated ably by Robert Gilpin (1987). Gilpin observed that 'the state and its 

associational political processes affect production and distribution of wealth, .... while 

markets and economic forces also affect the distribution of power and welfare among 

states and political actors' (Gilpin 1987:9). In a world where there was no state 

intervention, the market would allocate available resources based on prices for goods and 

services. Equally, in a world without markets, the state would allocate resources based 

on the social and political objectives. In human history three dominant approaches have 

emerged and reigned at different eras. 

Three approaches l have emerged that place the role of the state differently in societal 

organization in the quest for wealth creation. The first is the liberal approach. The 

second approach is the nationalist and the third, is the Marxist approach. The first 

approach, the liberal perspective founded on the writing of Adam Smith and David 

Ricardo. The liberal approach believed in free market as the path to economic 

development. Scholars argue that third world countries, through state interventions, 

distort economic incentives, inhibit market forces thereby working against development. 

I The three approaches used here are from Robert Gilpin's work in the political economy of international 
relations. It with this that the paragraph is predominantly refereeing to Gilpin. Other scholars (Susan 
Strange 1988, Baleem and Veseth 1996) have discussed the paradigms, but this being not a major 
component of the thesis; it is suffice to discuss them as presented by Gilpin 
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The other aspect of liberalism is a firm belief that society be organised on the principles 

of individualism, free market, and private property. 

The second approach, nationalism believes that economic activities ought are to be 

subordinated to the goals of state building and national interests (Gilpin 1987 :31). 

Historically nationalism has manifested itself through different prisms mercantilism, 

statism, protectionism and the German Historical School. Recently a new form of 

protectionism has arisen. Nationalists believe that the path to in order to develop a 

country must first industrialise, after which they will be spillovers to other sectors of the 

economy. In this ideology emphasis and priority is the idea that the inhabitants of the 

state should own and control the economy. They see market relations as zero-sum in 

which there are winners and losers among states. To avoid loosing and dependency, 

economic self-sufficiency and autonomy become important elements of national goals. 

The Marxist perspective, the third approach defines the relationship between the state, 

market, and society in terms of dialectical materialism (Gilpin 1987: 35). They stated 

that society developed according to phases, with communism as the last stage of 

development where there would be no private property and no state. 

Of all these, the liberal market approach has dominated modem day society organization. 

Despite its domination, the market approach has been criticised for creating uneven 

growth, mass poverty, and environmental degradation (Stiglitz 2002). The limitations of 

the liberal ideology have led to the rise of institutions that address the negations of 

poverty, environmental degradation, and uneven growth. 

It is the limitations of both the state and the market that has seen institutions and 

organizations (NGOs) emerge with manifest goals of assisting people marginalised in a 

free market system. It is the association with those marginalised by the state and market 

mechanisms that the NGOs have been associated with humanitarian work. This 

associational life is traceable back to periods before the existence of the state. To the 

extent that associational life predates the state, it is possible to conclude that civil society 
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and NGOs arose earlier than the modem state civilisation. In the third world, the state 

imperfections that gave rise to the NGOs took the form of oppressing dissenting voices. 

Meyer (1996: 1190), Kaimowitz (1993: 1139) Bebbington and Farrington (1993:200-205) 

have traced the earlier growth of NGOs to Latin America under the influence of 

liberation theology espoused by the leadership of the Catholic Church. Bebbington and 

Farrington (1993:2002) further point out that NGOs have their origin to left-leaning 

professionals. These left the public sector, such as universities, because of oppression 

and suppression from the postcolonial regimes. 

NGOs became the means of expressing political ambitions and dissent. Others used 

them to pursue economic means, joining the sector with the sole purpose of earning a 

living (Bebbington and Farrington 1993: 201). According to Zaidi (1999: 260), these 

earlier generations of NGOs, were critical of their government, learning and getting their 

strength from their professional calibre and strong ethos. They rather created a 

nomenclatural aura, separate and distinct from the state. Zaidi (1999:265) argues that 

these NGOs were different from those of the 1990. The fact that NGOs are traceable 

alongside the historical development of the state is a pointer that they have intrinsic 

advantages in any societal setting that they emerge. In the 1990s, NGOs rose to become 

important partners in development. They had key positive elements that made them 

credible to international community and the ordinary citizens in third world countries. 

2.2.3 Positive Views on NGOs in development 

The development literature in the 1980s and 1990s is the celebration of the newfound 

NGOs as the best alternatives to the failure of state-directed growth initiatives. NGOs 

were lauded the best alternative because there were seen 'as often in touch and being 

responsive to the local needs of the ordinary people, having knowledge of local 

conditions and being responsive to local needs' (Uphoff 1993:619). In liberal political 

theory, civil society is associated with empowerment, democratisation, and participation. 
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The works of scholars such Keane titled, 'The State and Civil Society' published in 1998, 

revived the liberal notions of civil society in 1990s. 

The rise of libertarian concepts and free market ideas gave support to the notion of civil 

society as institutions that would instill public accountability and the rule of law in a 

situation where states became the violators of the agreed norms. The Reagan-Thatcher 

regimes popularised free market and their anti-state policies. These were an 

expression of the belief in the neo-liberal policies of deregulation, privatisation, and 

liberalization advocated for the overall retreat of the state in economic affairs (Zaidi, 

1999:260). 

Zambia's development efforts in post independence brought out outstanding features of 

state weaknesses. The weaknesses experienced created conditions that led to the 

proliferation of NGOs. The development question and options for Zambia in the 1990s 

explained in the shift that occurred in the context of post-socialism and post-colonialism 

thinking that dominated the close of the 1980s. The post-independent development 

models of most African countries denounced capitalism and favouring socialist-oriented 

policies. Socialist oriented policies believed in people's ownership of the development 

process. 

After years of state development in the name of capacity building and community 

empowerment, it became apparent in the late 1970s that this approach was not yielding 

desired results (Hyden 2006:9). Government bureaucracy and agencies did not work 

efficiently in the generating desired wealth for its citizenry. It became apparent to the 

international community that it was not wise to put all the eggs in one basket. The role 

of the state in allocating public resources in comparison to the market came to the fore in 

the face failure. This initiated policy framework that came with recommendations to 

reform the state. 

This policy shift initiated the debate on how best to administer development via 

incentives. Public domain was reformed. These reforms, among other things, called for 
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the freeing up of resources controlled by the state. It became apparent that other 

institutions in society were better able to manage the resources than the state. The 

private sector was seen such an institution. This entailed bringing private and voluntary 

organisations into the development process. The idea that the market, private sector, and 

voluntary associations could playa significant role in working with people to realise their 

aspirations came to the fore (Korten and Clause 1987: 145-148). 

NGOs were development agents that could do what the government had failed to do for 

the people. They became an alternative for the donor community to fund development 

projects in Africa. It is in cognisance of the new thinking, that the World Bank placed 

priority and emphasis on assisting private sector led initiatives at all levels. It identified 

NGOs as recipients of official developmental assistance, particularly for rural 

transformation (World Bank 1989:14). 

The nature of NGO operations in development in other parts of the world justified their 

claim to international support and financing. They are much closer to the poorer 

sections of society than the government; they are capable of putting ideas of working 

with the poor. One of the arguments in flavor of NGOs is that they operate 

economically, cost efficiently, and have financial discipline. They are also more 

flexible, propped up as they are by the small and decentralised nature of decision-making. 

In addition, their independence from government structures provides an alternative 

opportunity to meet the demands for public goods and resources, and facilitates the work 

of individual government departments. The World Bank (1995: 15) identified the 

strengths of NGOs as 'strong grass roots links, field based expertise; ability to innovate 

and adopt a process of long-term commitment and emphasis on sustainability and cost 

effectiveness' . 

After two decades of implementation, the validity of these assumptions is yet to be 

established. The study analyses whether NGOs have lived up to the ideals of the 1990, 

making the process owned by the communities thereby guaranteeing development. 
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NGOs, like all social structures, have negative tendencies that stand to jeopardize the 

positive elements. 

2.2.4 Critical views on NGOs in development 

The virtues of the NGOs also provide for their limitations. NGOs have a propensity to 

define their outputs as money disbursed rather than service delivered. Their programmes 

are judged by the budgets and funding that they get from the donors. This is often the 

determinant of new projects as opposed to peoples need. NGOs produce low quality 

noticeable outputs (expressed by polished, smooth reports and "frameworks"). They 

have little or no few tangible observable activities like ex-post evaluation. Most of these 

evaluations are done the same NGOs elites who out contact jobs to each other. 

Independent academic evaluation is either ignored and/or shunned by NGOs through 

extensive control of the processes or by manipulating budgets. NGOs engage in engage 

in obfuscation, spin control, and amnesia (always-describing aid efforts as "new and 

improved") exhibiting little learning from the past (Easterly 2002). This is at the cost of 

huge bureaucracy and work force demands. 

They put huge demands on scarce administrative expertise third world countries. They 

have lured government civil servants to work for them through offering 'better' salaries 

and heft per-diems. The treatment of international staff in comparison to the local in 

country staff exposes hug disparity. Relationships among staff are on the patronage, 

inequality, racism, and biasedness of against the local nationals in job placements. This 

is in favour of citizens from the donor countries. 

NGOs in most of Africa have become increasingly representing the interests of the donor 

community or the external funding agencies to the detriment of the local communities 

they are supposed to represent and work (Zaidi 1999, Najam 1996). They become more 

preoccupied with getting donor funding for reasons of sustaining their employment even 

if this at the cost of real development. They take pride in and reinforce the donor 
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pessimism regarding state bureaucracy in Africa, which they are quick to point out to 

external funders, thereby undermining government capacities at all levels. 

NOOs have viewed government departments as competitors for funding, and have 

worked in isolation from governments leading to a duplication of efforts and therefore 

denying the local communities the benefits of public-private partnerships at local level in 

the development agenda. The evolution of the role of NOOs in development represents 

a continuity of the work of their precursors. Missionaries and voluntary organisations 

that cooperated in Europe's colonisation and control of Africa are now masquerading as 

NOOs. This view further sees NOOs as pseudo governments, or surrogates of western 

powers, who want to displace the legitimate role of the state in Africa. In most of third 

world countries, the growth of NOOs was a resource-led, driven process that resulted 

from greater official aid. NOOs have become adept at getting external aid to the extent 

they implement projects that do not aim at finding lasting solutions to community 

concerns, so that NOOs can sustain themselves in the humanitarian aid sector. 

The NOOs invest heavily in managing their images to ensure sustained flow of funding. 

They are preoccupied with entrenching themselves in keeping their jobs. The aid 

practitioners worked to entrench themselves in the development equation. The NOO 

continued receiving of international donor support is at the cost of sustainable 

development. All sundry arguments are in place to justify NOO work in rural 

development. When government sometimes gets too large and bureaucratic to deal with 

development projects, this is bad for development. The preference of international 

donor community was to work with the smaller, cost efficient NOOs. The crisis of 

Africa in the 1990s prompted the international community to look to NO Os as structures 

that would make resources reach the poor. Poverty situation in most of Africa was so bad 

that any efforts to reach the poor were commendable. The scale of human degradation 

and poverty levels in third world countries prompted the donors to look to NOOs as 

partners in development. 
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2.3 Understanding Development 

The term development, though often used is very a much contested term and does not 

lend itself to simple definitions. In a discourse of rural transformation, it not sufficient 

to affirm the role that NGOs are have played since the rhetoric of good governance 

Africa bought them to the fore. Development at elementary level means growth, 

progress, and improvement. This deemed to be elementary because it does not help 

when one asks what progress is in comparison. 

2.3.1 Development objectives and indicators 

The task of every nation was the huge task of improve the great mass of humanity from 

poverty to acceptable levels of economic welfare (Gilpin 2001). This is one of the most 

daunting tasks facing humanity. The goals of development are lessening and eradication 

of poverty, discrimination, inequality, and unemployment within a growing economy. 

This means an increase in access, availability, and affordability of basic needs and 

necessities such as food shelter, safe water, protection, and health. 

Development translates into better jobs, improved education, and general option of the 

people in terms of meeting their needs. This can be at individual, household, 

community, national, continental, and international levels. People must have choice and 

must choose the livelihood improvement models available to them without fear and a 

feeling of limitation. The term economic growth and economic development have 

dominated development discourse. 

2.3.2 Economic development vs. Economic Growth 

Economic growth is the process through which agrarian dominated livelihood patterns 

are replaced with non-farm industrially based activities. Society's outputs are attained 
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high levels of capital per worker. This occurs when the share of industry in an economy 

overtakes that of agriculture in the total national output. Today, high industrialistion is 

attained when service industry overcomes the percentage share of hard industry in 

national output. 

Economic development on the other pushes the idea of economic growth to speak of 

humans directly. It invokes the idea that human being are the primary beneficiaries of 

economic growth. People of the country must be key contributors in the process that 

lead to structural changes. They must gain and enjoy the outcomes of the transformation 

as well the work that goes in the changes (Perkin 2001). Economic development comes 

to mean reduction in poverty, unemployment, access to good health, education, water, 

and sanitation. It is divorced in a way from measures like GDP, inflation and narrow 

economic indices that do not translate to human livelihoods' in the instantaneously. 

United Nations has introduced the Human Development Index (HDI), which gathered 

world consensus on the measure and indices of development. There is a huge HDI 

disparity between rich and poor nations in the World. In Sub-Sahara African, nations 

have massive poverty, hunger, disease, civil wars and food insufficiency. These 

countries further suffer from marginalization in the international political economy 

(UNDP 1990). 

In distinguishing between economic growth and economic development, it is important to 

state that the latter emphasizes the improvement of living standards of people. It means 

the material well being of the people. It further goes beyond to refer to greater self

esteem, self-confidence and greater individual freedom and liberty to make choices. 

These connotations of human progress resonates Claude Ake's conceptualization of 

development. Ake defined development as 'as the process by which people create and 

recreate themselves and their life circumstances to realise higher levels of civilisation in 

accordance to their own choices and values' (Claude Ake 1996; 125). People are the 

epicentre of the development process. 
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This is at odds with the idea that an outsider in the form of a person or entity, set apart 

from the community descends to deliver 'development'. Development becomes a top 

down process something inflicted on persons that are to be 'developed'. When people 

own the development process, they have the power within then to end poverty. The 

conditions of poverty in Africa have had a bearing on the definition of development. 

The reduction of poverty is the sole purpose of development in Africa. 

2.3.3 Poverty and development goals in Zambia 

The eradication of poverty and its underlying causes is the principle goal of development 

(Clark, 1991: 20). Poverty, though variously defined, is about people's lives and 

concerns issues of 'health, life expectancy, diet, food shelter education, security, access 

to resources and other aspects of living standards' (Clark, 1991: 20). Clark (1991:20) 

contends that 'it is a relative concept'. 

Robert Chambers (1983: 20) offers a compelling discussion on the causes of poverty. 

He gives fives causes of poverty: poverty (itself), physical weakness, isolation, 

vulnerability, and powerlessness (Chambers, 1983: 21). To this list, Clark (1991: 21) 

adds 'environmental damage and gender discrimination'. Isolation, according to 

Chambers (1981 :27) is a 'factor of physical and social components (these can be in the 

form of ostracism or illiteracy),. 

In Africa, poverty manifests itself mainly as exposure to natural disasters, physical 

incapacity, and or negative social norms. These render people powerlessness to the 

external forces. When it rains in Africa people die of floods. When the rains are not 

there, people equally die of drought. This expression of vulnerability and powerlessness 

comes with poverty. The external can refer to other people and structures (NGO elites). 

It can mean helplessness in the face of blackmail, violence, and deception. It is in this 

vein that the fight against poverty transcends the material aspect to include the 

metaphysical. 
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A comprehensive development approach needs to attack poverty and all its underlying 

causes. Clark (1991: 23) argues that a comprehensi ve approach would include: 

nutrition and health projects to combat physical weakness; roads and education to 
combat isolation; disaster preparedness and crop insurance to combat 
vulnerability; and income generation to combat poverty must be combined with 
redistribution of assets; freedom of political ... ,human rights, .... gender and 
... environmental protection (Clark, 1991: 23) . 

NGOs found justification for external funding on grounds that they were working 

towards the elimination of the severe and worsening poverty situation in Zambia. These 

claims by the NGOs became credible because governments' increasing failure to attend 

to essential needs of the populations' vast majority and despite a huge agricultural 

potential lying idle. The idea behind funding NGOs is the acknowledgment of their 

place in development. It was in alliance with the state, private sector, and society. 

Zambia development trajectory is a good illustration that supports NGO claims to 

development. 
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Chapter Three 

3. Zambia 

3.1 Context of study area 

This chapter describes context of the study area. It discusses this by pointing out the 

poverty levels in Zambia, distinguishing between its urban and rural dimension. 

Gwembe a rural district and goals of development are to eradicate poverty. World 

Vision intervened in Gwembe district with the aim of ending poverty. The chapter 

reviews World Vision intervention in Gwembe district with the context of prevailing 

poverty challenges that face Zambia. 

3.2 Zambia in perspective 

The challenge of poverty is not new in Zambia. During the first two decades after 

independence (l960-1970s), Zambians enjoyed the benefits that came with government 

programmes. There was increased income, life expectancy, school enrollment, and 

reduction in infant mortality and malnutrition. Copper prices were doing very well on 

the London metal exchanges, providing government with foreign exchange earnings that 

were to improve people's livelihoods. During this period, 65% of Zambians were 

leaving below poverty datum line. 

From the 1970s onwards, as Zambia's per capital income began to decline, social 

indicators began to fall. The World Bank in 1985 classified Zambia as low-income 

country. This was a step down from its earlier classification as low-middle income 

country. By 1990, Zambia was on the list of least developed countries by the United 

Nations General Assembly. Many attributes explain Zambia's downward slide in its 

development quest. One major explanation is the concentration of the state resources on 

urban areas at the expense of the rural sector. 
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There is a divide between the rural and urban economic arrangements in Zambia. These 

have important implications for the discourse on poverty and development efforts in the 

country. One observer notes of Zambia's independence that: 

The backbone of the space economy was its, island of development along the line of 
rail extending from Victoria Falls to the Copperbelt 2.5 million hectares originally 
alienated for 700 white farmers in the 1920s, the capital Lusaka established in the 
1931, the lead and zinc mines in Kabwe and the Copperbelt and its six to seven 
towns opened in the 1920s and 1930s. By 1964, this island accounted for 89% of 
the country's national income and 69% of blacks working for wages (Fair, 1992: 
27). 

The urban concentration meant the remaining 75% of the country's area, the rural areas, 

became reserve for labor in the mines. The rural areas, subsistent farming became the 

main livelihood source. It follows that two-thirds of Zambians live in urban areas and 

survive on wage employment while the rural dwellers rely on subsistence agriculture 

(Situmbeko and Zulu, 2004: 12). Half of the population of Zambia resides in rural areas, 

many of these scattered over vast tracks of land. 

The rural communities live on subsistence farming and have little connection to market 

operations. They have little access to markets, good transport, and communications 

networks. There is a huge divide and contrast between the urban and the rural 

livelihoods and infrastructure. The populations in rural areas have less access to basic 

services compared to town dwellers. This was a phenomenon blamed on the colonial 

legacy. The post independence policies continued with the colonial status quo. 

The Kaunda government, the first post independence administration did little much to 

change these urban/rural biases left by the colonial regime, despite its rhetoric on rural 

development. The first and Second Republic heavily concentrated its programmes on 

the development and investment in urban areas and a focus on areas of high potential to 

earn domestic income and foreign exchange. Rural development was confined to: 

Assistance to small holders through credit, marketing, cooperative and extension 
services and fairer producer prices; promotion of small scale industry in identified 
market and service centers; regrouping of scattered households into more socially 
cohesive community groups; promoting intensive development zones of agriculture 
potential; improving transport facilities to make outlay areas more accessible; and 
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strengthening the institutional framework to Improve plan making and 
implementation at local levels (Fair 1992: 28). 

These rural development programmes implemented as outlined in policy documents. 

The declining economy, as illustrated in the earlier chapter, affected these policies. The 

government did little to improve the lives of the rural dwellers and the urban migration 

has continued over the years. Besides the declining economy, other factors were at play 

that left rural development in shambles. Constant changes in policies affected negatively 

on rural development. One of the negative effects to the system was the lack of an 

efficient, stable organizational framework for rural agriculture. This left frustration, 

distress, and demoralization among the provincial, district and sub-district agriculture 

staff. 

To the peasant, there was a feeling of helplessness as the system failed to meet their 

technical, financial, and marketing demands (Fair 1992). The idealised cooperative 

societies became a nightmare: inputs arrived late; the prices paid to the peasant farmers 

were very low. This was in contrast to the urban dwellers that were enjoying subsided 

food. Peasant farmers had no access to extension services and the impact of declining 

road infrastructure was playing in the hands of the peasant (Fair, 1992). 

Economic policies implemented after independence put a lot of emphasis on 

unproductive investments in urban areas favouring of a privileged minority. This 

heightened rural underdevelopment, widening the gap between urban rich and all poor 

people. A comparison of urban and rural poverty between 1991 and 1993 depicted the 

above observation made by Dumont in 1979. 
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TIlC Movement for Multiparty ])emocr,,9' (MMD) wOIi (nc 1'191 el«lions 011 (he 

pia(fonn of frec markc( eeonomi~ policies. 'lfle,e [lIllieie'; dill nO{ in any way ~lp rt'ral 

poverty, a~ (he table above illustrates 

In t~ 1<)<)()<; when we,tern go"crnnlCnts and donor agenei~' decided (0 channel m()~t of 

developnll'll1 funds through non-,(me actor.., for poverty cradication purpo"", the rural 

area' provi,led a ferti le ground for justifying SlK:h aid. l\GOs 'ueh ;l.S World Vision 

Intcrna(ional Z.lmbia al1 ra~te,1 donor fund, for in(er,en(;on, in rural Gwembe di,triL1. 

3,3 I'rofile or Gwembe Distri ct 

Gwcmbc i, a rllral di,trict in /.amhia. It i, locmed in lfle ",ulflern palt of Zambia. 

Gwembc constinHcs the mid,lIe third of 11", Soulhern Provi 'ICe\ po<tion of tllC Zambezi 

Valley, which i~ from Chirundu in the northeaq to Kafwambila in lfle ,00I(hwc';L 

Simwmgwe di~lrict oonJcrs it in the we,( and Siavonga in the elm. The two ,i,ler

vallcy diw;cts were, unlil the early ninelic" part of Gwembc dimict. Other common 

borders arc with Choma in the northwe,t and Monlc in (he nOlth. 
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'lap 1: ~ lap of (;wombe in """'p""liH 
Sour<~; htlQJ/www,idrc .c'aI~TL/~',4}DJI't-.:;QJ I DO TOI'I( .l1lml (COIlSUlted 0" 1~121)()(') 

Tn., uis(net form, part of the Gwembe Y~lle)' LivelihOO!l Zone (YAC 2004:15)J, rhe 

zone lies in Southern Province of Zambia and incluue, the distnct, of Si~vonga, 

Sin~zongwe, K~lomo, and Kaz\lng\ll~, It h<" a population of 75.000 Tong~ people, 

These communitie, of Gwembe moved from (he land mrrently occupied by the Lake 

Kariba when (he dam was eon,trueteu in (he 196()s (VAt' 2004: 15-10) 

The Zambezi Yalley. of which Gwembe form' ~ p~rt, ,uffer! from contim"~ls drought. 

The area lies in very low alli1Ude anu as meh npericnce! vcry ho( and dry clim~te with 

an ~vemge ramfall of ahout 600· 700mm per )'e~r (V.-'I.e 2(X)4, 15). For this rea,on, even 

in (he year, of go"U rainfall in Zambi~. (,wembe ,till gel' beluled anu scanty amounts. 

Staple foods like eere~1 crop, anu maize take a long time to malllre ~nd ul)' uue to the 

early return of the dl')' ,ea,on. rhe ~nnual harves( is generally to(l me~ger to 'upport a 

fami ly until (he next haf\'e,l, 

The I~nuseape profile from any point of (iwem]:,.,', northern bmder 10 the lakeshore - .1 

di,ranee of abolll 7() kilometres - wouiu (ypicall)' look like this Plateau - 10 KIll; 

Escmpment _ 40 Km; and River ba,in - 20 Km. The land is characterised by f~st Oowing. 

, 
The autl.l< ,"·Ihi, lil<,i , was r.1"! of tho National Vulncrabilit)· A,,,,,,mcnt CL>lnntilloo ltam Ihal 

pru1l1ed Gw<mhe V all<~ li .. lioood. I>\o,t of toc malerial, oillhe . «Ii"" of liw1ihood panem, h"e heen 
adopted fmm lhe V AC Rerun, 'holL~h ulher ,ou,<o. < ,uch a, tho R"eline Survey' of World Vi>ilJ(' Zamb';a 
.mJ anlilIopolo~i"al ,lwit< alKi work, of ",hola" ,uch .. , EliLaoclil Cob"", "or< ,1", """,ulled and 
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fast drying rivers, ravines and an undulating/cascading rocky terrain. This terrain poses 

a challenge to agricultural extension and service delivery. 

3.3.1 Livelihood patterns in the Gwembe Valley 

The major source of livelihood in Gwembe is small-scale subsistence farming and the 

rearing of livestock. Food crops cultivated are sorghum, millet, and maize. These are 

grown for household consumption with very little traded within the communities for 

income and in exchange for other consumables such as salt, sugar, and kerosene. For 

income purposes, cotton and vegetables are cultivated. Livestock kept are cattle, goats, 

as well as poultry. These constitute an important source of income, labor, and coping 

strategy in times of want. 

The Gwembe valley/district is very prone to drought. For most, part the district 

experiences flooding in the early weeks of the rain season. These are followed by long 

weeks of dry spells. It is possible to experience floods and drought in the same season 

of the same year in Gwembe (VAC 2004: 16). This situation becomes worse by a very 

mountainous terrain that is characterised by very fast flowing seasonal streams. Natural 

resource extraction is one of the major sources of livelihood in Gwembe. The district has 

a number of natural resources, which contribute to the political economy of the people. 

It boasts of Lake Kariba, rich in fish and water. Employment opportunities are mainly in 

the government (public sector), the private sector (consisting of cotton ginnery, farms and 

mining in the far-flung valley). People also migrate to work in the urban districts of 

Monze, Mazabuka, and Kafue (V AC 2004: 15-16). A very important source of 

livelihood for the people in Gwembe, especially in time of food deficits, is food aid 

(V AC 2004: 16-17). 
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3.3.2 Social and {'conomic characteristic .. r Gy.{'mbe di.<,tricl 

To dis.cu" the '(lCi~1 und economic characteristics of the district. the the,i, use, the 

weallh breakdown; adopted in thc Ii velitx)od profi I ing. There ure four wealth categories 

found in Gwembc district. As shown in Table, 3 and 4 I>"low. the Imjor detenninunl of 

wealth are Iive,t(lCk ownership und the area of land cultivated. 

" ' .... "."" 
., , o ",tt" , o 0""" 0.5-1 "" 
" 

, 1_2 ho 

" 
, }--" .. 

.-. , 

Table 1: V,'. altb cot.gon •• (V AC 2IHI~) 

n,e weallh calegories affect how the hou,ehold. the conununity. and individuals respond 

to prohlem,. opportunilies, and chullenges. The dislrici communities have limited 

o;(>ucce,' of income a' Table 5 i Ilu 'trat€><_ In this econolllY, the 'poore>! household 

would emn un.>ut ZK 4()()-5lXJ,(}()() in the referenee }'eW", compared lO ZK 2-3,l))O,1XXl 

for better offhouscil<.)lds·6 (V AC 2004: I~) 

Tho"o are (hr..: "",jco- wealtb gn,up' ' c lo" ifi . d "" ·better otl (I ()'20'}), miJdk (20-3()'ji.) ond 
pmr (',,'i_6-'i'}), but tbe p,"'- con he 'ph' in'" ,t-m" wi ,lnut c"ttk ond tho," (d",,,ribed .. , <Ix; 10,,"., mi<kJlo) 
with 1 lU 3 (,,,ttl.' V AC 2004 , , 

TI,. V AC 100-1 "1~0<l' i"rc~,,~ n, LOat 'The ,r>rom< .00 "pend""f< p><'tfll 1",,,,n1Od b<rt "'tn j()( • til< 

j'C", 200-1- 21X1-\ ,TI", !'1Wh> v"""nl> Lbe "",''.< of '''h i"",,,,,, and f()( h("",hol&; I n ditter,Ol weolttl gfo"l" in 
'k< ("",e""", v.n"y h,'<Iih,~.1 ,,~'" r,~ 10e I'"n"l ~b,cll 2(0) _ r ..... ",y 200-1_ It ;, diftknlt [() pI .. "", tbe i,>o«"" 
"ml eXI"""I;"", I"'"'''' "I' l"~ h, .. ,.,ilQl,1-. deady, , i" ", , 1« of Ih' "'Ofk ttl'" [h,y f'O ;, dIr""lly tor tood Of Olh" 
"""' \i,"'lnd",~ ,k:<lo<, ",j ,al11 ,,,,h<-~ ,hom rOf "a<h' (VAl: ~I~I-I: l~) 

'In US doll",. roo< boIJ5d!o!d, bad "n "n",,,1 lnCom< "f in LIl< ,.,,~c o( ,8-1-10\ ~·h,~" .. ",-"'e, (off 
l>oo><!Lald, hoO on .nnual incom, 01 roo#Llj 54211 _6:'5 -Ibc exclLool." ,," ~'., .00,,, llS 1 _ ZK .!~ In j "Iy 200-1_ 
iVAC;>OO.! l~J 
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2~OOOOO , 
, 200l)Ql)O ., . 
" ; 1500000 
• " 1000000 , 
• • 500000 
" 

T,bl •. J: S<>ureo, of inrome (V At: lIH~) 

Dbr~w ing 

ocdton "" Ie:> 

W li '.'~rlock product 
~~ I ~~ 

Dli,,~>rtock ul"$ 

Communilie' in the Gwembe oi,trict spend tk;r ;ocom~ On con,umption. Tk VAC 

study shows the ,i7e of the economy in lhe (jw~mhe district among: the common people 

at community l~vc1. Richer household, spend more of their income on input, than the 

poor hous~holds do. 

=uJUOJ , 
• ~~ 

l -'<>CUUUJ 

, ~ 
• ~~o 

0 

T,M. 4: Expenditure . "urc.. (V At: 2(H~) 

3.3.3 Challenges and opportunities for de-elopmenl in Gwcmhc 

from the gen e r~l profile or the di,tricl und a, identified by tm, cOJ1"nun;ti~s. til<: major 

challenges thaI (·onfront the reg ion are natural. Weather vagmi~, top the lisl of 

challenge, that confront the Gwembe ,'ulley_ Live,locl;_ di",a,e, and poor rainfall, 

drought and declining crop productivity are m~ny of the problem' lhal confront Gw~mhe 
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,hM,-kt (V AC 2004: 20). Tahk 7 t>dov> makes clear the opportunllies and thrcms ror 

development in Gwembe. 

1m tions ror Pr< ramminll 
, Constraints 

• Recllrrent 1100d, and 
droughts 

• Lack of draught power for 
poor households 

• Livestock disea>es and 
crop pest, 

• Poorin1rastructure (roads) 
and difficullie, "ilh 
markcting agricu ltural (anJ 
other) production 

• Untargetcd free food 
d.,tribulions 

Opportunities ror development 
• Pcrmancnl Sollllion, to rccurrent drollghts 

and t100ds through integrated water 
management schemes ,ucn as simple 
i lTig~lion lecnniques for agriculture and 'mal l 
dam' for Ii,'e,{()ck 

• Promotion ot drought-resi stan! crops and ot 
waler harve'ling lecnnique, 

• ReMocking ,cnerne» ami olner agricultural 
loan, that are carcfully tailored to an area 
with frequent b~d years 

• Support to liw,sIO<;\; di",a,e and pest control 
pmgr~mme, 

• Small->cale and locally appropri~te road 
imprm'emenl -.cnerne' 

• Community-ba",d targeting of free food 
di stributions onl in vcr . bad ears 

r.ble 5: The .. h and Opportnniti"" foe d owlopmont (V AC 20()~) 

It is in thi s conw.\t that ;.,rGOs sllch as WorlJ Vision Zambia have desig[lCd project 

intervent ions to make de\'e!opmcnt a reality for the people of Gwembc, 

3.4 World Vision lntervt'ntions in (iwt'mbt' 

World Vi, ion came to Zambia in ISI~ I at the invitation 01 the Zambian gowrnment. Its 

tiN intervention in the G"emi:>e dbtrict was a rdief programme in response to the 

Jroug\lt that hit the valley in early 19R I. Thc relil'f programme run from 1981 10 1985. 

In 19R5, WVI rccei,'ed 'pecial funding for rural community Jevcloprnent project" 

hom 19R5-19RR the NOO implemented community deve]opme11l project> (COPs), 

Tnc,e mJed wilh lhe pha'ing out of lne funding in 19RR. The COPs continued, Though 

unJer differcnt fundin g. 

n", (al>!. is 0;[,," fWIn (he VAl' ,eport ut ,he (;"cmhe ]i,'c!ihmd ,cpo". 
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The new funding source was the 'sponsorship project'. Under the sponsorship 

programmes, community development became secondary to child support. The child 

sponsorship project ended in 1997. This gave birth to the new programme known as the 

Area Development Programme (ADP), focusing on wider and bigger areas as opposed to 

the smaller community developments projects of 1985-1997. 

During all the years of its work in Zambia and Gwembe district, the focus of WVI has 

been to reach out to vulnerable households, with special emphasis on children. The 

major areas of intervention are in: 

3.4.1 Agriculture 

Under the agriculture programme, WVI, implements the following. 

• Training the communities in modem farming techniques. 

• Supplying the communities with drought tolerant seeds: the targeted groups 

here being the vulnerable, but viable, households. 

• Livestock restocking, specifically goats and heifers. 

• Agri-business programmes to teach farmers the profitability side of 

agriculture. 

The NGO collaborates with the Ministry of Agriculture in Gwembe district. 

3.4.2 Health 

In this programme, WVI collaborates with the Ministry of Health in Gwembe district and 

focuses on: 

• Primary health care programme emphasising Under 5 clinics and antenatal and 

postnatal services to pregnant and lactating mothers. 

• Environmental management to avert disease outbreak. 

• Construction of health posts, health centers and houses for nurses and clinical 

officers. 
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3.4.3 Education 

In the intervention, WVI collaborates with the Ministry of Education and works with the 

community on the following programmes: 

• Support to vulnerable children with school fees and uniforms. 

• Running adult literacy classes to recapture opportunities that some adults lost due 

to lack of schooling. 

• Construction of classrooms and teachers' houses. 

3.4.4 mv I AIDS 

WVI collaborates with the District HIV/AIDs Task Force, together with the community. 

Areas of specific intervention include 

• Creating awareness in the community on the scourge of HIV/AIDs with emphasis 

on behaviour change. 

• The NGO works on HIV I AIDs projects using three approaches: 

o Prevention - under this information is disseminated to all ages through 

posters and by means of peer educators. 

o The second approach is on care. Here some assistance is rendered in the 

form of giving nutritional foodstuff, bedding, clothes, and support to 

children, mainly those who were orphans. 

o The third way is through advocacy; here the NGO empowers the 

community across all age groups, so that they know how to handle issues 

of succession and inheritance without being drawn into conflict. 

• Further, within the HIV/AIDs programme, the NGO has a youth training project 

in tailoring and carpentry. 
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3.4.5 Sponsorship programme 

This is the backbone and foundation of project funding for WVI. Funding is received 

through the sponsorship of children. Currently the project in Gwembe sponsors 3,200 

children. The idea behind this is that all the other projects mentioned above aim at 

making the home and community environment safe, good, and conducive for children to 

grow up in. In this regard, direct benefits that come to the children are in the form of 

support for school fees, medical treatment, and clothing. 

WVI has adopted income-generating activities (IGAs) as key component in its 

intervention .The main one is a full-fledged and operational guesthouse and restaurant 

located in Munyumbwe, Gwembe. IGAs raise income for the community so that they 

can sustain and continue with the development projects after the NGO pulls out. 

In its programme and project motivation documents, WVI states that poverty and the 

inability of government to provide most of the basic services are its justification for 

intervention in Gwembe district (World Vision Zambia 1997). 

3.5 Development approach of World Vision International Zambia in Gwembe 

To realise a people owned development process, World Vision International Zambia 

designed a programme implementation structure. This structure would guarantee 

participation, accountability and responsiveness to the need of the community. It is for 

this reason that the study takes time to review World Vision programme implementation 

structure. The state development structures in post independence Africa were criticised 

for disempowering communities. They identified as very highly centralised, politicised 

and not sensitive to the voices and opinions of the people. The state development 

structure was not responsive to the needs of the community. 
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NGOs developed implementation structures that were better than those of the state. The 

development structure, organogrammes were means through which the tenets of 

participation, accountability, and a people owned process was to be realised. Like all 

development agendas, the World Vision programme had an ideal philosophy that guided 

its interventions. This philosophy laid the design of the structure and organogram. This 

was the basis of partnership with the community in the development process. 

3.5.1 World Vision development orientation 

The World Vision International Zambia development approach is informed by Christian 

principles. Its' belief in development is sounded in the call that 'transformation is a 

continuous process of holistic change brought about by God and that people need to be 

free to discover God's work among them for themselves' (World Vision 2003: 3). The 

WVI uses the term transformational development 8 to describe its activities in the 

community. 

The core guiding development principles for WVI are; to attain the being of all girls, 

boys, families, and communities; to empowered girls and boys as agents of 

transformation; to restored relationships, dignity, and identity; to achieve interdependent 

and empowered communities; to transform institutions, systems, and structures 0 that the 

are responsive to the needs of the poor (World Vision 2003: 24). 

Active ownership by the community of aspects of development is the goal of 

transformation development philosophy. Community ownership of the development 

process empowers whole communities and builds interdependent and empowering 

8 
Transformational development is defined as 'a process through which children, families and communities 

move toward fullness of life with dignity, justice, peace and hope. The scope of transformational development 
includes social, spiritual, economic, political, and environmental aspects of life at the local, national, regional and 
global level" (World Vision 2003: 24). Fullness of life is taken to mean access to basic needs of 'food, access to 
health, education, cleans water, livelihood' (World Vision 2003: 6). 

The notion of transformational development goes beyond the definitions given above. It is World Visions 
framework and guiding policy of its development work with the community. It summarises world visions response to 
the times with regard to development. 
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linkages with others' (World Vision 2003: 6). Therefore, WVZ collaborates with the 

community to ensure that transformational development takes place. 

This collaboration aims at 'enhancing community's capacity to establish interdependent 

and empowering relationships with various development stakeholders at the national and 

international levels to address those matters that affect lives of people at the local levels' 

(World Vision, 2003: 12-13). The work of World Vision is to 'assist the poor and the 

oppressed as they pursue their transformational development, in partnership with 

sponsors/donors, governments, churches and other NGOs' (World Vision, 2003: 4) 

The principles that guide the development process of World Vision are as follows: 

1. Community ownership: Because transformational development is the 
responsibility of the people themselves, actions are taken that empower the 
community and all of its members to envision, plan, implement, monitor and 
evaluate the programme in an interdependent relationship with World Vision, 
local governments, businesses, churches and other NGOs. World Vision 
provides technical support, funding and technical oversight. 

2. Sustainability: transformational development programmes are designed with the 
expectation that the changes are sustainable economically, environmentally, 
socially, psychologically and spiritually. 

3. Holism: Transformational development programmes reflect an integrated 
physical-spiritual understanding of human beings; the world they live in and the 
way people develop. 

4. Mutual transformation: World Visions involvement in transformational 
development seeks the continuing transformation of all partners, including World 
Vision staff, boards, donors as well as communities, churches, NGOs, businesses 
and governments. (World Vision, 2003: 6) 

3.5.2 World Vision structure 

To make the development idea work for the benefit of the people as stipulated in the 

transformation development framework, World Vision has a structure to help realise the 

vision. This structure has over the years changed and evolved in the light of new 

experience and knowledge. ,the aim has always remained that of making the 

communities own the development process. The communities become the drivers of the 

projects and not the other way round. The following figure outlines the two structures: 
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Community Development 
Programme (CDP) 
(1984-1997) 

WVZ International 
Donor Community 

National Office (Lusaka) 

Community Project 
Committees 

(Munyumbwe) 

Local Staff employed to 
run the project 

coordinator and run 
funds and activities 

structures 
were to realise the 
ideal, that the 
development 
process owned by 
the communities 
and that the 
children, who are 
the main targets 
of world vision 
intervention get 
the benefit of the 
partnership 

Figure 1: World Vision development structure; past and present 

Area Development 
Programme (ADP) 
(1998-todate) 

WVZ International Donor 
Community 

National Office (Lusaka) 

District Main Office (Monze) 

Project Management 
Committee 

(Munyumbwe) 

Zones Area Leaders 
(10 Zones in the ADP) 

3.6 World Vision experiments at community ownership of development 

Community ownership of the projects is defined by the structure or mode under which 

the project is implemented. The community roles, responsibilities at all projects stages 

are spelt out by the structure. The structure outlines the consultation process at 

programme planning, implementation, monitoring, and evaluation. The case for World 

Vision is demonstrated below, the subsequent change in programme structure alienated 

the communities from the programmes. They complained that the new development 

structure under the ADP has taken many powers from the community. 

3.6.1 Community development projects (CDP), 1984-1999 

In the community development approach (CDP) to programmmg, the national office 

would receive funding from an international or local donor (for example World Vision 

Canada). These funds received after submitting written down proposals. The 
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community based on its needs develops the proposals. It would outline how much it 

would contribute and how much it was asking for assistance. Once approved, the 

communities would receive the funding in their own account. They would do the 

purchases and all transactions relating to the project as outlined in the approved proposal. 

This entailed that the communities would account for the funds and activities. They 

would return the receipts and other documents that required accounting. 

The Project Management Committee at local level would employ local staff to assist in 

the project. The World Vision national office would second a Project Coordinator 

whose role was limited to advising the community and assisting it in preparing the 

documents for sourcing funds and in accounting for the funds and activities. The major 

characteristic of the CDP projects was their predominant 'bias towards welfare, involving 

handouts, and minimum benefits package' (WVZ 2004: 4) 

After the implementation of this model from 1984 to 1997, there were changes in the 

approach to programming. This was partly due to the limitations were found with the 

CDP approach, but also to global changes in rural development approach. The global 

shift manifested itself by the inclination of the donor community to move from funding 

small community to project in preference for area development projects. This was in 

response to the need to reach more people in the fight against poverty. 

The CDP influenced a relatively small area, sometimes as little as within a radius of lO

IS kilometers. The need to reach larger population through wide geographical areas 

called change in the CDP approach. The impact of the project consequently was small 

and limited. The communities displayed a lack of capacity to handle large amounts of 

money. The increase in funding and donor demands on stringent accountability and 

monitoring techniques implied that there was lack of capacity in the community to meet 

these requirements. There emerged a need to hire technical staff and engage more with 

the communities. 
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There were some levels of mismanagement by the community leadership of the funds and 

materials of the project. This spilled over to the quality of the projects' outcomes. For 

instance, the structures built by the CDPs were of a low standard because the community 

did not articulate issues of quality when hiring the local constructors. 

3.6.2 Area development project era (APD) 1998 to the present 

Given the limitations of the CDP, a change in the structure was required. The change 

came in the form of development approach (ADP). The ADP this covered a much larger 

area than did the CDP, incorporating an area as large as a district. Through large area 

coverage, the projects would affect larger populations. The ADP employed many 

technical staff member who were mainly development facilitators. These were World 

Vision International Zambia employees. They terms of reference were to capacity 

building and training the communities on many aspects of project management, based on 

the limitations learned during the era of CDPs. 

The emphasis of programming was, and still is, capacity building and training within the 

framework of delivering on the projects goals and activities. In this structure, 

communities' access to the funds and resources was limited to contributing 25% of the 

project requirements: these would mostly amount to contributions of labor, local raw 

materials such as sand, stones, and small amounts of money as commitment fees. The 

rest of the money and materials, remain under the management of the technical staff at 

the district office. These would disburse the funds, buy the materials required, and select 

the builders for contractors. This is in contrast to the practice before where the 

community handled 100% of the funds. World Vision established an office very close 0 

its operational base in Gwembe. 

The Monze office was not there before, hence the funding went directly to the 

community account. The new structure under ADP, established the Monze, with 

technical staff employed to handle the 75% of the development funds. This was in 

response to the increased funding that entailed compiling more profession and technical 
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reports j()f (he dono[\; ami their other dcvdoPlll<.'nt C()unlerpart.~_ The involvement of 

technical ~ xpcrtisc in the managclT1<.'ilt of (tIC project at all levels meant that reports could 

no., generated without much ado and oil lime The major outcome of Ih,s approach ha, 

been the centralization of deci,jon-making. general project managclIl" m am] [he pre>l'ncc 

of a large lechnical bureaucracy lUnning the project. 

3.7 Luumh .. Area Ilc>"Clopmctlt I'roj fft (L"'DP) 

lhe World Vi,;on proj"d, ill Owembc Vallcy and dl~,(fic( ar" irnpleITl<'nled llTIder the 

Luumbo A""a Development Project (L\DPJ. Luumbo ADP 'ha, a popu lation of 28,000 

P':"P]", repre>enling 40, 1 % of the total district populaLion' (WVZ. 200317: I J). It covers 

an 'are.1 of 55km by 40.3klll and ocwpie, half of the area of Chief Munyumbwc Ea,! of 

(j ..... cmbc (Southeast of ),1onze) in the SOUlnem Province of 21mbia' (\\'VZ 2007). (Se~ 

toc map of Luumbo within the jarger district of Gwembl'. TIll' dark shaded line 

represents the proj~c{ a""a or Luumho ADP, 

.' \-' 
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It is in thi, area "'pamled from the larger area of the di,triCl thaI \Vorkl Vi,jon 

International Zambia has been implementing ucve\opm"nl projects ';l1ce 191:11. The 

projects implemented in thi, developmenl ,,"dave are Iho'e dis.:usscd in the second 

chaptcr of th" 'ludy_ 'The,,, are • Agriculture, Education, Health, P[lJgl'arnme 

Managemem. Sponsorship and HIV/AlDs' (World Vision 2007: I). Under this ADP 

Sl!UCIure, the community enters into a partner'hip ugeeern"n! with World Vision 

[nlem,,[;o11al ZaITlhia. 

In this partnership 'World Vision works wIth the poor. underprivileged, ami the 

o~>l'ress.ed in the commullitic< to pnlImle., .. belle,- quality of Ii fe' (World Vision. 2005: 

I). Thi, goal j, "''''!elhing agreecl to ami de'ired hy nOlh the community and World 

Vi,ion International l'..ambia, 

Project Orl:anol:ram for Luumbu ADP 

i)<:>ooX. "-'><I <><t><f flwldinc 'lCoci<> 
1M ... <looor;. Wotld Vi."", C""",",l 

Notion .. Ollie< 
(8,,-«<1," ! ...... ,.) 

The ",",outi,'O d<Ctod b}, II>< LA.\\AC j ~I"n" ,\!,io Ofr..:c VillI' M.1n Ohlce) 

bee"""" <ho I'roj<ct \\>I1>t<tne llt 
Conu,~ttoe (PMC) ," C"",~" 0( ADP ---
I,.o;>;k" trom v.rioo, zoo<, ,1«:1 II>< \In")"",l,'~',, R.,,- or"",· (7 ,..,rn 
"'" 1ruo"ll"'"'''' c,",."","" ,1.AMAC) 

7-,'0< 'c<d<'r>lH~'1cd<d try- cornm"nit}' 1,"", icc" ~ '" I' " C orro.nm;,y 1",<1 r""" 
1'tII:mb<",. ch"f1, vil1o,. h,><I_" Lk 10,,011'" 

Figu~ 2: ADP Orgonogram 

World Vision International Zambia. represented by the Monze office (as sh,mn in [he 

organogmm) is 'the faciliwtor in the development process' (\Vorld Vision 21Xl5: 3), On 

lhe ~()rnmul1ilis ,ide. the villagers elect the zone leaders. who in llIm meet [0 _",led the 

"'~'md layer of ~uthority. the Luumbo An:a Managemel1t Committee (LA.\1AC) 'The 

L.'\MAC is res~x>n,ible for coordinating community-based activities and ,ceing to it that 

project activities arc implemented (World Vi,ion 2005: 4), The [AMAC, among other 

things, supervises the zones_ plan' hudget" arrange, for quarterly meeting, and manages 
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local accounts for the income generating activities with the World Vision International 

Zambia ADP staff. It also further advises the ADP staff on community development 

issues (World Vision 2005: 4). Above this structure is the management committee, 

whose overall responsibility is to ensure that policies and procedures are implemented in 

line with the agreements and memorandum of understanding signed between World 

Vision and the community (World Vision 2005: 4). 

World Vision staffs are 'defined as staff employed and hired by the national office either 

on contract or pension to run and empower the community to run the area development 

programme' (World Vision 2005: 6). The World Vision structure ends within the zones 

with at least two members of staff per zone, though these are classified as having being 

paid by the LAMAC and are labeled 'classified employees'. The community, according 

to the structure, owns the project as a way of ensuring sustainability and guaranteed 

development. 

Project evaluations are organized and run jointly with the community. Furthermore, 

while its stated that 'the area management committee (LAMAC) shall open its own 

bank account, separate from the ADP Office Bank Account', the ADP manager is the 

principle signatory to the account until such a time the committee is ready to assume full 

ownership of the project( World Vision, 2005: 6). Confidentiality of information 

agreements signed between the parties. 

The existence of these structures means that the communities do own the development 

processes. This was in relation to the assertion made in the 1990s that NGOs had the 

advantage of size, links to the grassroots, compassionate values, and capacities for 

efficient service delivery advantages over government development institutions. This 

was in tandem with the literature that argued that the NGOs best vehicles to make the 

communities own development process. The NGO would succeed where the state had 

hitherto failed. World Vision International Zambia is a typical organisation that has 

attempted to live the celebrated efficiencies of NGO efforts in development. World 

Vision has been working in Luumbo ADP since 1981. 
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The study analyses the extent to which the communities have owned the development 

process, through collaboration with World Vision International Zambia. Community 

ownership aimed at ensuring that the rural people of Owembe district meet their 

development aspirations. The heart of the study is the argument as to whether the 

proponents of good governance were right in calling for community ownership of 

development through NOD collaboration. The chapter that follows introduces the study 

design and observations from the field. 
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Chapter Four 

The chapter discusses and analyses the views of the community and all those interviewed. 

It looks the nature of the projects, structure of implementation. This analyses the extent 

the intervention facilitated and denied the realisation of the idea of community 

ownership. The chapter examines the ideas of participation, accountability from a 

people perspective and shows the extent to which these were realised by the NGO. 

Notions of partnership, trust, and reciprocity played a role in making the communities fail 

to own the process. 

NGOs in the 1990s promised to make development in the hands of the communities. 

Community participation, ownership of processes was the hallmark and basis of good 

governance parlance. This chapter argues and shows how the NGOs how failed to 

deliver on the promises of good governance. 

4. Peoples views on NGOs in development process 

4.1 Question of projects, implementation structure and ownership 

The crisis of development in Africa by 1980 was blamed on bad public policy 

management principles of governments in their development projects. Bad governance 

denied the ordinary people the chance of participation in decision-making. 

Incorporation of NGOs as major partners and recipients of development aid was the 

premised on them ensuring that people owned the process. 

Progressive NGOs such as World Vision received international funding on the belief that 

their management and decision-making structures would identify with the poor. The 

NGOs would inspire confidence of ordinary people by making them own the 

development process. This way they would meet their aspirations and needs. In this 

regards, World Vision worked to consult the communities at the start of the project. 
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World Vision staff moved from village to village-asking people what problems they face 

in the community. People explained the problems they faced. From these responses, 

the NGO wrote a programme of action and started implementation activities in Luumbo 

area of Gwembe. Once agreed on the projects, the mode of implementation and the day

to-day decision-making is true determinant of people owned development process. 

In relation to the structural design of projects, governance debate of the 1990 identified 

the strengths of working with NGOs by pointing out that they had greater ability to target 

the poor and vulnerable sections of the population. NGOs had strong capacity to build 

community-based structures that were better able to uphold popular the principles and 

practice of participation. A key precept of good governance was community ownership 

of the development projects. 

Two decades later, the reality of Gwembe tales that NGOs have able to put to reality the 

structures that makes the community equal partners and owners of the development. 

The realisation of such community-based institutions entails less power for the NGO, as 

the case of the change from CDP to ADP demonstrates. Power here means direct access 

to resources that is, money. It means control over programmes, information, and jobs. 

Previously the community had these powers, but the NGO, under the guise of 

accountability and capacity building, changed the structure to a centralised system with 

all decisions taken and accounts managed in 'the Monze'(as the community referred to 

it). 

The operations of World Vision International in Gwembe render the assumptions of the 

1990s that the NGOs were locally embedded, flexible, low cost, sincere, and proper 

instruments to reach the poor contested. In the eyes of Luumbo people, the development 

structure of WVZ does not guarantee participation in decision-making. The 

communities have no say in the structure and design of the development process. Its top 

down imposition is contrary to the assertion that the 'NGOs were rooted in the people 

and therefore represented the people's interest' (World Bank 1995: 51). Related to 

structure is the idea of reaching the people even in remote far-flung areas. NGOs were 
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celebrated for their capacity to reach the remotest rural areas where state bureaucracy was 

weak, not felt, and even not present. The experience of Gwembe challenges this 

viewpoint, in that the communities identified the habit of NGOs to work only in areas 

that were easily accessible. 

Even with the a parallel structure of community representatives alongside paid NGO 

staff, the experience of Luumbo points out that the local people are just incorporated 

alongside to make the projects appear people owned. The NGO staff has the power, not 

the community elected representatives. The community cannot even write letters to the 

sponsors of the children, paid NGO staff does this. Such spaces of power imbalance are 

ad infinitum. When a sponsored child is sick, it the employee goes with parent to the 

hospital, but he is in charge of all moneys that World Vision International pays for the 

treatment. In this way, the structures created serve the interests of the NGOs and not the 

community. They are designed more to control information and to keep the community 

in check so that it cannot send negative information to the donors that may dent the image 

of the NGO. 

4.2 Question of responsiveness, participation and ownership 

Related to the notion of structure are the terms responsiveness and feedback. Through 

responsiveness, participation provides a voice for ordinary people to be involved in the 

decision-making in the day-to-day operations of the project. With this feature, projects 

at implementation are to be reviewed whether they are in line with the community needs 

and aspirations. When evaluating the disappointment of the state development efforts in 

post-independence Africa, it was argued that the principle reason its failure was lack of 

participation by the ordinary people. There was no system that allowed for 

responsiveness and participation in programme cycle. The community had no channel to 

air their views in every stage of the project. 

Goran Hyden (1992:25) echo this fact by pointing out that 'development became a top 

down affair. .. confined to a small clique ... who personalized power'. With the state 
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bureaucracy failing to guarantee participation, NGOs became an avenue through which 

the voices of the 'poor' became part of the development process. The study notes that 

NGO structures render the participation and responsiveness of projects to needs of the 

unachievable. The people in Gwembe have no say at all in the day-to-day operations of 

the projects in Gwembe. 

The centralization of the operations in Monze, as argued by the community, has limited 

responsiveness and participation of the community in the decision-making process. 

According to the NGO, this approach helps meet the stringent need for donor reports, 

which the communities cannot manage and do. The argument by the NGO that the 

community needs to be prepared for 'project ownership' through capacity building has 

reduced the interaction between them (NGO) and the community to that of teacher and 

student relationship. In the face of the NGO structure and development orientation in 

Luumbo, the people are no longer able to apply authority and have power over the 

development process, which affect their lives. 

The quest for expansion in the light of available donor funding has worked against the 

World Vision in rural development. Their change of programming from the CDP to 

territorially large LDP programmes has demonstrated the participation of the community 

becomes limited in very large NGO projects. Decision-making becomes intricate and 

there are greater probabilities that of the benefit accrue to NGO elites. NGOs can avoid 

these problems by remaining quite small. Small projects benefit a few. In the case of 

Luumbo, the NGO decided to expand in the face of increased funding and a desire to 

reach more people. This has led to a highly centralized, elite-driven process, which 

disempowered the communities. NGOs always go for decisions that favour funding. 

NGO elites hampered responsiveness and participation in Gwembe. 

The notion of leadership that prevailed among development practitioners (NGOs) was 

characterised by 'mbasyaacivwule mwangu 9(let my bow/stomach be filled first). The 

A Tonga saying depicting a greedy, selfish person who thinks of his own stomach before he 
looks after anybody else. A mean person with no concern for us, his preoccupation is to get more and more 
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leaders that communities elect into office only think of eating and eating for themselves. 

This was a reflection of the NGOs whose preoccupation was to attract donors funding for 

their own continuity. At individual level, this translated into corruption, selfishness and 

a culture of 'eating' among the NGO elites. 

4.3 Question of ownership, participation and empowerment 

When asked as to whether the communities owned the development process, there were 

many varied responses on the nature and meaning of ownership. To the people of 

Luumbo area, ownership of the ventures meant having total control and say in the 

management of the projects, especially the activities and the resources. From this 

perspective, the communities in Luumbo area were unanimous that they did not own the 

projects because of the structure and design of the programme by World Vision 

International Zambia. 

Communities made a distinction between the original World Vision' - referring to the 

CDP project structure of 1984-1997 - and the ADP programme approach. They stated 

that centralization of power in the ADP approach totally removed ownership of the 

project from the Gwembe community to the NGO elites in Monze. The programmes 

were directed from Monze offices. This geographical relocation from the Gwembe to 

Monze made the communities feel disempowered. World Vision International Zambia 

still maintains staff in Gwembe and at community/zone levels. 

Gwembe people recognised the existence of the zone leaders and the area management 

committees as part of the structure put in place to facilitate consultation and participation 

in programme management. There were contestations as to whose interests these 

represented. It emerged that the processes election of the local leadership was not clear 

to people in Gwembe. There was consensus that the committees in the village had no 

for himself. This epitomises someone who lacks bunyina or ubuntu, which 'can best be sumnmarized as 
... [an African] philosophy of life that encompasses brotherliness, togetherness, hospitality. solidarity and 
mutual supporter support of each other and the community within which one exists' (Tanya, Barben 
:2006:6) 
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say in the World Vision programmes. The real power is with the people in Monze and 

in Lusaka. They were just Mbasikulya mali aabo bakasalwa abukomonze (these people 

eat money with the people in Monze). They only represent their welfare, to eat and not 

that of the people. 

There was confusion in respect of the elected committee members of the village who are 

not salaried employees of world vision, and the community facilitators paid in by the 

NGO. These stay in the communities and work on child-sponsorship programmes and 

any other functions as assigned by the NGO. Though they are rooted in the community 

in that they are local residents, the focus group discussants were unanimous in stating that 

these people were corrupted and served the interests of only themselves, like those at 

national and local levels. 

Once one starts work, their thinking changes, even the way they look at us from the 

community. The local people who employed by the NGOs changed their loyalties. The 

NGO elites from Monze and Lusaka controlled their manner of speech and thinking. 

They forget about village language and interests. These local NGO employees looked at 

fellow community people with suspicion. 

Another element in which the communities cited as an example of lack of ownership and 

control of the development process was the manner in which the projects ended. They 

cited the change from the CDP to ADP as something about which they were never part 

of. Some programmes ended without their knowledge, and while they still wanted them 

to continue. This, according to the community, was an indication of their powerlessness 

and lack of ownership of the programmes. Of note by the researcher was the continued 

reference to the development interventions as World Vision projects. 

4.4 Question of partnership, trust and accountability 

Whilst NGOs strength was in their efficiency and accountability .Today, the experience 

of World Vision in Gwembe challenges that put the earlier assumptions to doubt. In the 

realm of public management, the commands of responsible well established. 
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Governments were accountable to voters. The private compames were equally 

answerable to their shareholders and the market. NGOs, it is bot clear to whom they are 

accountable. So far, the donor community has larger say in demanding accountability to 

NGOs because they fund them. It is not clear the extent to which the NGOs are 

accountable to ordinary whom they work to serve. 

The case of Gwembe has illustrated this accountability dilemma. World Vision 

International Zambia employed technical staff based on the argument that the funds they 

were receiving were so large that the communities had no capacity to account for them. 

Furthermore, the reporting requirements that came from the donors necessitated the 

hiring of technical staff and the creation of a centralised development structure. The 

community, in contrast, does not get the reports and is not sure how the money is spent. 

From the study, it is clear that the communities look at the whole NGO structure as 

corrupt and unjust, benefiting World Vision at expense of the people of Gwembe. Their 

arguments are that World Vision is fundraising on our children's behalf, getting money 

from international donors in the name of people of Gwembe. Yet very little of this 

money reaches the community. The bulky of it ends up in administrative and operation 

costs of World Vision and while they as community receive nothing substantial. 

The people in Gwembe noted that they could not ask the NGO on general resources and 

information patterning to donors. The limited participation by the community and 

ordinary people in Luumbo that has led them to raise issues of accountability. NGOs in 

development discourse are accountable to the donors and their funders only. They are 

not responsive to the communities' need for information. Even the local government 

structures in charge of development in the district could not ask the NGOs about their 

development contributions in terms of finances and resources. 

The experience with World Vision International Zambia in Gwembe is a typical example 

of how donor priorities override those of the community. The employment of highly 

technical staff, in the name of development facilitators, was justified on the grounds of 
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the need to meet reporting requirements of donors. This makes true the assertions that 

NOOs' 'accountability shift upwards, rather than where it ought to be, down below with 

the grassroots' (Zaidi, 1999:266). Much of donors' requirements are time bound and 

project specific, this has meant that when the project ends NOOs have had to terminate 

them even when the communities felt that they still needed the services provided by the 

projects. This has contributed to a feeling of powerlessness on the part of the 

community, in the whole project process. 

The hypothesis that NOOs in development would guarantee participation, accountability, 

and ownership by the poor in the development process seems to be far cry from the 

situation on the ground. Communities are incapable of owning the development process. 

The idea of such ownership is laughed and scoffed by NOO development practitioners. 

In a way, ownership of the development process by the community would result in the 

demise of NOOs as institutions and agencies in rural transformation. 

The structure of World Vision International Zambia and the community in Owembe 

designates the NOO as the facilitator of development. Oiven the idea that communities 

are not ready for owning the development process, as argued by the NOO, the notion of 

leading people to development is rekindled. This makes one realise the wisdom in 

Nyerere's assertion the people must not be herded like animals in the development 

process. NOOs have fallen into this trap. 

There is a view that that NOO sector is a plethora of 'brain drain from civil servants, 

ambitious public sector managers attracted by higher salaries and more flexible working 

conditions available in the NOO sector' (Walle, Ball and Ramachandran, 2003:20). This 

is recasting what the people of Owembe observed when they stated that the World Vision 

International Zambia is creating jobs and on money raised from their children. In this 

vain, the communities noted that while they appreciated the good programmes that World 

Vision was implementing, the predominant view was that whatever money was realised 

from the projects was spent in the huge offices in Monze and Lusaka. In all the 

discussions, there was general agreement that the NOO did not trust the community in 
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most of its projects especially in its child sponsorship intervention. The contention was 

that the children were registered, photographed, and found sponsors in Canada. ,the 

community and even the parents of the children were not allowed to know the name and 

address of the sponsor. Furthermore, the NOO wrote letters on behalf of the children 

and the parents to the sponsors without asking or consulting them. To this effect, the 

communities in Owembe complained that they produced children so that World Vision 

gets the money and pays its staff salaries every month. 

It is very clear that levels of trust and accountability are very low in Luumbo area, despite 

the many years that the NOO has worked in the area. This situation has been made 

worse with the introduction of a highly centralised area development approach (ADP), 

replacing the popular CDP. The community was unanimous that the NOO was not 

accountable to them. They had no means of checking for accountability with the NOO. 

To the community, accountability means being answerable for the resources and 

activities of the project. Accountability and transparency as championed by governance 

literature, demands that communities have the right to know what money was raised in 

their names, how it was spent. 

Communities noted that they contributed 25% of the required total for most projects. The 

remaining 75% contributed by the NOO from donor money, was then NOO best kept 

secret. Even when they tried to ask the World Vision in Monze, the responses they got 

were not positive. 

When reminded that if there were mismanagement, the NOO staff deserved arrests. The 

people interviewed were unanimous in stating that the NOOs were very clever. They 

explained that stealing went beyond just embezzling of funds. They elaborated that 

World Vision was paying their staff on the moneys raised from the village children. 

Meanwhile the children were receiving close to nothing, other than pencils and t-shirts, 

this was equivalent to embezzling at institutional level. 
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4.5 Contrasting views of NGO field development workers 

Development practitioners at field level in Luumbo development area formed part of the 

respondents for the study. All development practitioners interviewed agreed that the 

shift from CDP to ADP made the communities disempowered. In the earlier project of 

CPD, the communities had more control and power over the resources. ,as discussed 

earlier, the CDP approach was abandoned in favour of ADP. Contrary to the community 

assertion is that there was much progress under the CDP, the NGOs' strong argument for 

the shift was that there was little or no development in the earlier approach. 

The NGO development field officers noted that under the CDP, the people involved in 

the development process were not experts. The communities were in the habit of hiring 

untrained personnel. This compromised the quality of the projects. The NGO had to 

change to the ADP. Under ADP, they employed highly trained staff. These were able 

to identity bidders capable of producing quality work for rural projects. The 

technocrats could manage vast resources- especially that the pool of resources changed, 

increased and diversified to government grants, donations, and huge donor fund flows. 

The community managers could not do these things. 

From the NGO perspective, the communities were not sufficiently ready to manage the 

development process, given the huge amounts of donor funding. Furthermore, the 

programme under the ADP entailed that the community was learning new skills through 

capacity building. There is a slight difference in that the community leaders are being 

trained now in programme management, community mobilization-just the whole process 

of project circle. 

Capacity building, training, and facilitation have replaced the notion of community 

ownership. All the development staff agreed that the communities at present do not have 

total control over the projects. This was inevitable and unavoidable in the face of 

demanding donor requirements. While efficiency and resource accountability to the 

donors was achieved, the communities were disempowered. They no longer in control 
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of the things they used to control before. Sometimes the demands for the donor in terms 

of reports become overwhelming such that instead of the being the community facilitator, 

the development facilitator becomes the implementer to ensure that the project is in line 

with donor demands and specifications. 

The NGO staff members interviewed were unanimous in believing that it was impossible 

for the communities to own the development process. It was a long way, a far dream for 

the community to own the development process. The reason for this was that the donor 

demands are so stringent that they make it impossible for the communities to own the 

development process. The only way for communities to own the process was through 

hiring very qualified technical staff to run projects on their behalf. 
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Chapter Five 

6. Conclusion 

The rise of NGO in the development discourse was a reaction to the failures and 

limitations of the state-led development initiatives. The neoliberal discourse encouraged 

the rise to prominence of NGOs in service delivery and advocacy functions. NGOs 

became the vehicles through which the promises of good governance were to be realised. 

Alas, this is far from reality. The study, argues that rather than being vehicles of rural 

growth, NGOs are taking the development process backwards. 

NGOs in Africa have become new elitist highly centralised organisations that have 

disempowered the rural population. They have become a source of livelihood for the 

new elites (local and international) that are celebrating on the back of unlimited funding 

from the unsuspecting donor community. The state justifiably demonised and vilified 

for its failure to deliver on development promises. The best alternative was to place for 

extensive state reforms as opposed to channel resources through NGOs. This selection 

of NGOs was a rushed decision. 

NGOs have not translated the ideas of people owned development process to make real 

the tenets of participation, accountability, and transparency in the rural interventions. 

This is true for the people of Luumbo; they do not see any change for the better. The 

roads are still bad, the clinics still far, they cannot have better clothing, and their livestock 

levels are declining. This is despite three decades of NGO development processes 

supported by full-scale donor funding. 

The study concludes that for poverty to end and for development to be become a reality 

for the people in Africa, the poor must own the process. The celebrated tenets of 

ownership, participation, accountability, recipricosity, education and up-skilling, 

environmental sensitivity, and gender equality are essential for ending poverty. This 

knowledge by itself, does not translate in to automatic creation of an objective and 
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effective bureaucracy to realise the ideals. The experience of World Vision international 

Zambia alludes to this fact. While the state bureaucracy could not ensure that the poor 

own the development process, the NGOs have lamentably failed to do so. Under the 

NGO development process, the poor cannot own the development processes. It is 

therefore time to rethink the best way to make development are owned by the 

communities. 

The sure way open to community ownership of the development process is through a 

reformed state bureaucracy at local level closest to the communities. Resources, be they 

from the government or the donor community should be dispersed to the state structures 

at community and managed in programmes owned by the people. It is through this way 

perhaps, NGOs can become eyes and ears as part of the larger civil society calling for 

accountability, transparency, and rule of law in programmes implemented by the 

community. 

The idea of a development process owned by the community is still objectively the 

answer to ending poverty in most of rural Africa. This study concludes that World 

Vision International Zambia has failed to ensure that the rural people of Gwembe district 

meet their development needs. This is because the people in Gwembe do not own the 

development process. 

6.1 Recommendations 

In the light of the failure of the World Vision International Zambia to deliver on the 

promises of good governance, the study makes the following recommendations: 

• There should be direct partnership between the rural communities and the funding 

agencies (donor community proper and state) 

• The state and its structure are the ultimate (missing word) that can lend rural 

development become a reality. There is need to reform the state to make possible 

within its bureaucracy to be an efficient, effective agent of development that can 
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collaborate with communities, so that they identify themselves as the owners of 

its (state) structures. 

• Funding to NGOs involved in service delivery must be halted given that this 

development is not effective and has failed to make rural communities own the 

development process. 

• There is need for further research on how communities can create space for 

themselves to own the process of development and benefit from the state, private 

sector and other people of good will. The other way is to give individuals in the 

communities money, as part of the anti-poverty global welfare fund. The post 

office in Zambia can handle the payment processes. This will remove all middle 

agents that are earning their living on poor people's plights. 

• It is possible for the poor to own the development process. It is possible to create 

structures that really make the communities own the development process. 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1: Research instruments 

District Level Questionnaire 

(District Development Coodinating Committee) 

Introduction: Thank you for agreeing to be interviewed. My Name is Lawrence Michelo. 
I am a student at the University of Cape Town, studying for a Masters in International 
Relations. I am collecting information/data as part of my study requirements for writing 
a dissertation. My case study is World Vision Zambia development works in Gwembe 
District. The information being collected will be used exclusively for academic purposes 
and will be very confidential. Please feel free to ask questions, and note that I will be 
recording everything we discuss in order to help my report writing later on at school. Our 
discussion will last no more that 30 minutes. 

1. What programme interventions are World Vision implementing in your district? 

2. How were these programmes selected? 

3. Were you consulted as a district? 

4. Were the communities consulted and how? 

5. What are the direct long term and short-term objectives that the programme has 
pursued over the past 10 years? 

6. What has been achieved and what has not been achieved and why not? 

7. Who initiates the planning cycle, what role does local authority, local community and 
media play in programme cycle 

8. How has World Vision contributed to the development programmes of the district in 
the last years? 

10. Have you noticed any change in approach to programming from the time World 
Vision came in to district? 
11. If yes, what are the changes? 

12. Are the programmes being implemented sustainable? How? 

13. If no, why not? 
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Community questionnaire 

Focus group discussion questions 
(Village level community interview) 

Introduction: Thank you for agreeing to be interviewed. My Name is Lawrence 
Michelo. I am a student at the University of Cape Town, studying for a Masters in 
International Relations. I am collecting information/data as part of my study 
requirements for writing a dissertation. My case study is World Vision Zambia 
development works in Gwembe District. The information being collected will be used 
exclusively for academic purposes and will be very confidential. Please feel free to ask 
questions and note that I will be recording everything we discuss to help my report 
writing later on at school. Our discussion will last no more that 30 minutes 

1. What are the problems that you as a community have been facing over the last 10 
years? 

2. What do you consider the major barriers to development in your area? 

3. What programmes are World Vision implementing in your area? 

4. How were these programmes selected? 

5. Were you consulted and how was the consultation process? 

6. How have these programmes empowered you? 

7. Are you able to change in the programme implementation and can you cite examples 
where change in programmes happened? 

8. Are there any programmes that have in the past being stopped from being implemented 
by World Vision Zambia? 

9. If Yes, what pro grammes are these? 

10. Did you know they would be terminated? 
Were you consulted? 

11. How sustainable are these programmes? 

12. Are the benefits you are getting from the programme going to benefit your future 
children? 

13. If so ,how? 
14. If no, why? 
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Community leaders questionnaire 

Focus Group Discussion Questions (Traditional Leaders, Chiefs and Village Headmen) 

Introduction: Thank you for agreeing to be interviewed. My Name is Lawrence Michelo. 
I am a student at the University of Cape Town, studying for a Masters in International 
Relations. I am collecting information/data as part of my study requirements for writing a 
dissertation. My case study is World Vision Zambia and its development approach in 
Gwembe District. The information being collected will be used exclusively for academic 
purposes and will be very confidential. Please feel free to ask questions and note that I 
will be recording everything we discuss to help my report writing later on at school. Our 
discussion will last no more that 30 minutes. 

1. As traditional leaders, what are the main problems that your communities face in 
development? 

2. How in the best solution to solving these major problems? 

3. What programmes is World Vision Zambia intervening in your community? 

4. How were these projects identified? 

5. Were you and the local community involved in the project selection? 

6. Do you think the people are involved in the project management? 

7. If yes, how? 

8. If no, how and why? 

9. Do you think that the programme interventions are sustainable; can the 
programmes last beyond World Vision in Gwembe District? 

10. Do you think that the programmes being implemented by World Vision will last 
for generations to come? 

11. Are your people empowered through these programmes? 
12. If yes, how? 
13. If no, how and why? 
14. How has World Vision been accountable in the project processes? 
15. Do the people have any role to play in accountability? 

16. How has this role been manifested? 

17. Does it help at all in empowering the people? 
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Programme managers questionnaire 

Introduction: Thank you for agreeing to be interviewed. My Name is Lawrence Michelo. 
I am a student at the University of Cape Town, studying for a Masters in International 
Relations. I am collecting information/data as part of my study requirements for writing 
of dissertation. My case study is World Vision Zambia and its development approach in 
Gwembe District. The information being collected will be used exclusively for academic 
purposes and will be very confidential. Please feel free to ask questions and note that I 
will be recording everything we discuss to help my report writing later on at school. Our 
discussion will last no more that 30 minutes 

1. World Vision has been doing development work since 1981 in Zambia? What 
programme shift in the development approach have you noticed since 1981 to 
date? 

2. If there have been changes, why the shift? 

3. What measures are in place to ensure community ownership of the project? 

4. What measures are in place to ensure community ownership of the project? 

5. What measures are in place to ensure community management of the project? 

6. What measures are in place to ensure community empowerment of the project? 

7. How is sustainability guaranteed/ensured in the current project interventions? 

8. Is World Vision accountable to the community and how? 
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